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Inbox
Let us hear from you! We welcome letters
to the editor on issues presented in the
magazine. Email letters to nwlawyer@
wsba.org. NWLawyer reserves the right
to edit letters for clarity and space.
NWLawyer does not print anonymous
letters, or more than one submission per
month from the same contributor.

Kudos
I seldom chime in with any comments,
primarily because I’m not a practicing
attorney, but I sure do like the tone of
the recent issues of NWLawyer. I was
brought to tears by the article about
Susan Amini in the latest issue [JulyAugust 2013 NWLawyer]. And Trent
Latta’s light-hearted articles are a nice
addition. So was Arthur Simpson’s
article about his pro-bono efforts in
the Yakima area, as well as the article
about Tim Nodland and his wine artistry in the March edition. And, even
though I’m not a music follower, I continue to read and enjoy all of Editor
Michael Heatherly’s Bar Beats, no matter what they are about. So, nice going.
Keep up the good work.
Ed Irwin, Kirkland

Writing creatively
I just finished reading Mr. Murray’s
account of growing up in Eastern Montana and felt moved to share how much
I loved it. His writing is crisp and wellpaced, and left me wondering if a collection of similar short stories (memories) would be forthcoming. Please do
consider including more creative writing selections as they definitely beat
the constant — but necessary — legal
humdrum.
Michael Malaier, Tacoma

editor reserves the right to edit articles as deemed appropriate. The editor
may work with the writer, but no additional proofs of articles will be provided. The editor reserves the right to determine when and if to publish an
article. NWLawyer is published nine times a year (FEB, MAR, APR/MAY,
JUN, JUL/AUG, SEP, OCT, NOV, DEC/JAN) on or about the first of the
month. The current circulation is approximately 31,000.
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Thank you
Thank you for publishing the article
“Piercing the Lavender Ceiling: Taking a Look at Inclusivity and Gay Legal
Professionals and Clients” [July-Au-

Medical Malpractice &
Serious Injury Cases require
Wisdom and Strength.

gust 2013 NWLawyer]. It was excellent
and very practical. I have shared the
article with several people, and I look
forward to reading Part II.

PEREY LAW GROUP battles with
the wisdom of experience, and the
strength of resources to obtain justice
for victims of medical malpractice
and serious injury due to negligence
of others.

Ashley Wilcox, Salem, OR

Stress on CLE
First, let me compliment President
Michele Radosevich and the WSBA
on this issue. I can’t believe I just read
it cover-to-cover while munching on
my lunch from home — many good articles. (Have clipped out the list of 20
books for future summer reading.)
Second, President Radosevich’s
column on stress management made
me think seriously about what I think
is being proposed — a requirement to
take a CLE annually on stress reduction. While I’m all in favor of heightening the awareness of stress in our practice (and means for reducing same), I
do not think a CLE requirement is the
answer. It would soon, I fear, turn into
the ethics conundrum — how to get
those credits before your renewal is
due, when in reality, those classes on
“ethics” are not often useful (in my
opinion) and/or related to what I consider ethics. Nonetheless, I think the
article should spark a good discussion
about this topic.

RON PEREY has over 40 years of experience handling personal injury and medical malpractice claims.
For over a decade he has been voted by his peers to be in Best Lawyers in America and a Washington
Super Lawyer in the areas of personal injury and medical malpractice law. He has tried hundreds of
jury cases and settled thousands of personal injury claims. DOUG WEINMASTER has been voted by
his peers to be in Best Lawyers in America in the areas of personal injury and medical malpractice
law. DR. ALEXANDRA MCCAFFERTY, as Medical Director, reviews all medical malpractice and injury
claims. JIM HOLLAND has been voted a Rising Star in the area of Personal Injury trial practice. He
was voted for National Trial Lawyers Top 40 Under 40 selection, Washington State, 2012.

Diana K. Carey, Seattle

Name is confusing
My office is in Portland. I am admitted to practice in both Oregon and
Washington. I always understood that
Oregon was in the Northwest United
States. Now that the WSBA has determined otherwise (by renaming
its monthly magazine NWLawyer), I
stand corrected. It might make sense
for Oregon to join South Dakota and
South Carolina, and change its name
to South Washington.
Richard G. Spier, Portland, OR
Editor’s Note: Nearly 20 percent of
active WSBA members reside outside
of Washington state, with 9.8 percent
from Oregon, Idaho, and British Columbia.

PHONE 206.443-7600

| www.pereylaw.com |

Connecting
Washington’s
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Community

NWLawyer
is looking for a
few good writers.

FAX 206.443-4785

Get published!
See your name in lights (well, in
ink, anyway) in NWLawyer! If
you have an article of interest to
Washington lawyers or have been
meaning to write one, see page 4
for article submission guidelines.
NWLawyer relies almost entirely on
the generous contribution of articles
from WSBA members and others.

Questions?
Contact nwlawyer@wsba.org.
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Selected
“Best Court Reporting Firm”

Court Reporting
Trial Consulting
Trial Presentation
Legal Videography
Videoconferencing
Language Interpreters
Copying and Scanning

The Deposition and Trial Experts!

One call to Naegeli Reporting Corporation and your scheduling is

professionally managed. With thirty years of experience, we have the
knowledge and expertise to give you the excellence you demand and
the professionalism you deserve.

Look to us for a comprehensive range of litigation support and

the resources to provide you with professional court reporters,
document management services, certified legal videographers,
worldwide videoconferencing, interpreters and expert multimedia trial presentation services. Naegeli Reporting Corporation is
committed to making a daunting task easy, letting you focus on the
most important thing: Winning your case.

(800) 528-3335

schedule@NRCscheduling.com
Seattle
(206) 622-3376

Serving all of Washington, Oregon, Idaho and the Nation

Tacoma
(253) 565-4400

Portland
(503) 227-1544

Bend
(541) 385-8300

Spokane
(509) 838-6000

Boise
(208) 334-7000

Coeur d’Alene
(208) 667-1163
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Medford
(541) 776-7500

Michele Radosevich
WSBA President
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President’s

Corner

The Business of Law

t’s hard to believe that nearly a year has gone by as your
president. It’s been a very good
year — thanks to many of you. The
hard work and problem-solving
skills that WSBA volunteers and staff
bring to the Bar’s activities is pretty aweinspiring. I can’t think of another profession in which practitioners devote so
much time to improving the profession
and protecting the public.
I’m going to miss having so many
opportunities to move around the state
and meet attorneys and judges. In particular, I’d like to thank the attorneys in
Colville, Okanogan, Wenatchee, Ellensburg, Bellingham, and Mt. Vernon who
were so welcoming to WSBA Executive
Director Paula Littlewood and me on our
Listening Tour, and the local bar leadership in Snohomish, King, Pierce, Thurston, Benton-Franklin, Spokane, and
Clark counties for making time to meet
with the WSBA leadership. I learned
something from each of these meetings
and I had a great time while doing it.
As I leave office, I’d like to
highlight an issue that I heard
often from attorneys in many
parts of the state. For many of
us, the business of practicing
law is getting harder. Clients
are less loyal than they used
to be, and many of them are
doing more of their own work
and/or sharply bargaining
over rates. We have to turn
away individuals and businesses, without regard to
their ability to pay, because
we would have to charge
them more than whatever
amount is at issue. And when
we take into account ability
to pay, it’s pretty obvious that
a majority of our state’s citizens can’t afford us.
This phenomenon is not
confined to young lawyers
who can’t serve middle income clients and still service
law school loans. The largest
corporations in America are

also the most effective at negotiating
“alternative” billing arrangements that
amount to steep discounts. These large
companies also find it relatively easy to
enlarge their in-house law staff at the
expense of outside firms.
So we have a larger and larger number of attorneys chasing a smaller and
smaller amount of work. An obvious
response is to decrease supply, and
Washington’s three law schools get
plenty of suggestions in that regard.
But we attorneys don’t make enrollment decisions, and the schools must
take a lot of factors
into account as they
decide on class size.
That leaves us with
the second option: increasing the amount
of work. There are a
number of ways to go about this.
The first is to give a price break to
individuals who otherwise would not
be in the market. WSBA’s Moderate
Means Program is designed to turn

middle-income citizens
into paying clients. The
program does not divert
work from attorneys
with higher hourly rates
because the clients could
never have afforded
them. We need to think
hard about other ways to
do this.
Another is to reduce
the transactional costs associated with
litigation so that we can litigate smaller
cases. Yes, this means reducing the

So we have a larger and larger
number of attorneys chasing a
smaller and smaller amount of work.
amount of discovery. While it is convenient to be able to pose as many discovery requests as you want, it is certainly
not efficient. The Federal Rules appear to
allow both sides to learn what they need
for trial, and perhaps we can
take some cues from these
rules. The WSBA has formed
a task force on the Escalating Costs of Civil Litigation
and it will be issuing a report
in the next few months, but
more needs to be done.
We need to take a fresh look
at the court system, and how
we decide various kinds of
cases. For example, I’ve heard
many suggestions regarding
the huge number of family law
cases in our courts. Maybe
the courts should employ mediators who helped the parties
settle, so that only the most
difficult cases would actually
go to trial. While “thinking
outside the box” has become a
trite phrase, it is clear that we
need to do more than tinker at
the edges of a system that has
become unwieldy, at least for
some categories of cases.
Alternative billing arrange
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personal injury
wrongful death
medical malpractice
product liability

This year of talking to
lawyers has confirmed
my belief that we are a
pretty smart and caring
group of people. Thanks
for letting me lead our
organization.

ments could also entice new clients to
our doors. Flat fees may be possible for
some non-litigation matters and may
be reassuring to individuals and small
businesses that are afraid of opening
their checkbooks. And I’ve had a fair
amount of experience, some good and
some not so good, with capping fees
at some mutually agreed on point. My
guess is that most of us discount our
fees at least occasionally in the current
1022 NW Marshall Street #450 Portland OR | (503) 226-6361 | paulsoncoletti.com
economic environment in order to get
more work and this is likely to continue.
This is not an exhaustive list. I’m
sure there are other ways to bring in
new work by making it economically
feasible for the client. What is clear is
that market forces — supply and demand — work only imperfectly in the
legal marketplace. I suspect that’s because clients want quality as much as
price, even though at some point, price
becomes prohibitive. In any event, that
leaves us attorneys in the position of tryInsertion: Sept13
Creative Director: Randall Schoonover
ing to help the market along. We have to
File Name: TGS13082_PC_KEN_WSBN_
Art Director: Ben Carter
have more conversations about this. Not
SEP13_square
only does it affect our bottom line, but at
Client: Paulson Colletti
Copywriter: George Mollas
some level, our relevancy. If most of our
Publication: Washington State Bar News
Photographer: David Emmitte
fellow citizens can’t afford to use the jusTrim: 4.75 x 4.625 1/3 page square
Studio MGR Contact: Mike Burchett 503-840-2394 tice system, the system is broken.
If you have ideas about any of this,
Bleed: na
Prepress: Bruce Harris Retouching Inc.
speak
up. The WSBA wants to be a forum
Live: -.25 trim
bruce@bruceharrisretouching.com
for discussing the business of law as well
Ink Density: DM300
Ph: 971-645-3744
as the substance of law.
This year of talking to lawyers has
confirmed my belief that we are a pretty
smart and caring group of people. Thanks
for letting me lead our organization. NWL
WSBA President Michele Radosevich
practices in Seattle. She can be reached
at micheleradosevich@dwt.com or 206757-8124. Read more from Michele at
nwsidebar.wsba.org, the blog for Washington’s legal community.
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Paula Littlewood
WSBA Executive Director

BarNotes

Legal Education

Facing a Wave of Change

F

As we see this tidal wave of change
or the past year, I’ve been
coming, I think we have two choices: one,
serving on the American
we can paddle out and ride the wave; or,
Bar Association’s Task
two, we can wait for the wave to crash
Force on the Future of
down over us and we’ll be left picking
Legal Education. The Task
up all the debris around us. It will likely
Force is charged with developing a set
come as no surprise to you that I firmly
of recommendations for the improvebelieve we need to ride out and surf this
ment of legal education, which respond
wave of change, as there is much more
to current and anticipated weaknesses
control in doing so, and there is much opin the economy, rapid and substantial
portunity if we choose to see it that way.
changes in the legal profession, and
shortcomings in the delivery of
legal education.1
The Task Force has been
We produce out of the
grappling with the many issues
facing law students, law schools,
academy a one-size-fitsand new lawyers. In July, I was
asked to speak about these isall legal professional, but
sues and the future of the profession at the American Association
the needs of the consumof Law Libraries (AALL) Confering public have never
ence here in Seattle. The Conference attracted 1,500 law librarbeen one-size-fits-all.
ians from around the country. I
spoke at a morning session of the
section for academic law librariImportantly, at the core of all these
ans. Given my columns over the last year2
considerations is the consuming public.
related to the future of the profession, I
The bottom line is, we are not serving the
include excerpts from my remarks below:
consuming public. Our services are too
expensive and average people cannot acAs you may know, Washington state
cess the system.
is in the midst of launching a program to
I think one of the rich ironies of this
begin licensing limited license practitiodebate about the future of legal education
ners in the coming year. It is the first of
is the claim that law schools are producits kind in the nation. Given the grounding too many lawyers for the market. We
breaking development of this program, I
cannot stand here and say with a straight
thought I would talk about where I see the
face that there are too many lawyers
profession headed and the critical role
when we know that fully 85 percent of
that the legal academy must play.
indigent clients and 85 percent of moderAs I have said to several faculty auate-income clients are going without the
diences — if you don’t understand what
legal services that they need. A moderis going on outside the halls of the law
ate-income family of four is making upschool, then what you teach inside the
wards of $92,000, yet the average family
halls will be of limited use.
cannot access the services they need.
It is clear that in the future we will no
The problem isn’t that law schools are
longer be educating and regulating lawproducing too many lawyers — rather, in
yers. Rather, we will be educating for and
my opinion, the problem is our current leregulating a legal services market. That
gal education system is producing a faulty
market can be understood as always havproduct. I don’t mean faulty because the
ing lawyers as its cornerstone, but it will
graduates aren’t eager, bright, and dedialso have limited license legal technicated, but faulty because these graduates
cians and other legal professionals that
are leaving law school burdened by stagwe haven’t even thought of yet.

gering debt loads and they
are leaving law school not
practice-ready.
As the profession, we
look to the law schools to
produce a product for us.
And, as we head into the
21st century, we know
that legal professionals
(and I use that term deliberately as opposed to lawyers) will need different skills in order
to deliver our services. And law schools
must adapt to help produce these professionals who will serve the public.
In general, I see five major trends at
work impacting the profession and how
we deliver our services:
• A changing lawyer demographic.
• The changing nature of the world at
large.
• The changing nature of law firms and
attorneys.
• The changing nature of clients.
• The changing delivery of legal education.
The world in which we must deliver
legal services is changing drastically.
The gulf between the haves and the havenots continues to widen. The 2010 census
showed that the richest one percent of
Americans account for 24 percent of all
income. Another statistic that I heard several years ago that stunned me was that
one-quarter of one percent — think of how
small that number is — 0.25 percent of taxpayers in 2005 reaped almost 47 percent
of the total income gain (as compared to
2000). This gap has only been exacerbated by the recent recession.
Our lawyer population is aging and
significant numbers of lawyers will be
transitioning out of the profession in the
next 10 to 15 years. The overall population is aging as well, and Washington’s
elderly population is predicted to double
in size between 2005 and 2030.
Changes in technology have led to
increasing global ties such that, for example, an economic meltdown in Greece
a few years ago was of serious concern to
SEP 2013
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the United States. The business model
for how lawyers do their work is changing as well. More than half of our members practice as a solo or in a small-firm
setting, and these numbers are increasing as new attorneys emerge into the
market to fewer opportunities in the
large firms and public sector.
New lawyers are demanding a worklife balance and using technology to
make this balance more of a reality. With
remote technology and other options to
do our work at locations other than a
physical desk, I think newer lawyers offer hope for our profession in showing us
that one can attend their son’s or daughter’s — or even their own — soccer game
and still get the work done.
After decades of hearing that the billable hour is coming to an end, we are actually seeing a major shift toward alternative fee arrangements, that is, value-based
billing that provides predictable expenses
for the client and a more effective delivery
model for lawyers. The billable hour has
long been cited as the root cause of lawyer
dissatisfaction with the profession and client dissatisfaction with lawyers. Much of
this drive to change billing structures is
coming from corporate clients, as general
counsels are getting pressure from CEOs
and CFOs to contain costs and meet annual legal-fee budgets.
Our clients are changing. Lawyers are
expensive, and people want to spend as
little as possible. Clients are using technology more; Legal Zoom boasts some
two million satisfied customers. Cybersettle is settling claims with no lawyers
involved at all, with more than $1.9 billion in settlements performed. We cannot
ignore the impact technology will have
on our profession. Just think about how
you get your newspaper today, how you
read a book, or how you download music
in this day and age and we can appreciate how technology has impacted many
other industries.
When I give this presentation to law
students or new lawyers, I’m always worried that they’re wondering what in the
world they have gotten themselves into.
But I encourage them that this is a time
of great opportunity if we seize it, and I
tell them that they are coming into the
profession at an exciting time when we all
have great opportunity to influence the
future of the profession and better serve
the needs of the consuming public.
Here are my thoughts for how we
move forward.
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For the profession: We must innovate.
First, with respect to the court system
and judicial system funding, we need
to ask ourselves what the judiciary of
the 21st century should look like. Our
judicial system was created hundreds of
years ago and it is time to rethink how
the judiciary delivers its services. The
public accesses information and services in a different manner now and our
profession needs to keep up.
Second, we as a profession need to
own that we have made the system too
complicated. While no one set out to
reach this result deliberately, we must
work to simplify things. I’m a lawyer and
there are numerous things that I can’t
figure out without a lawyer. I don’t mean
to discount the importance of the nuances that have developed over time in
numerous areas of law, but coordination
and simplification of the system in many
areas might be a good starting point.
Third, we need to acknowledge that
some people can navigate the system on
their own and we need to give them the
tools to do so. The reality is we will never
have enough lawyers to serve every person facing a legal problem, so we must
work to find ways for people to do some
things on their own or with the help of
new legal professionals such as the limited license legal technicians.
For the academy: We must refocus.
The third year of law school needs to
change. If we’re not going to do away
with it, then we must refocus it to be a
practical training experience. Something all of you are very well versed in.
I’ve heard much comment that the firstyear curriculum is where the change
is needed, but there seems to be a corresponding feeling that there isn’t the
stomach to do so.
Law schools need to diversify the education they deliver. We produce out of the
academy a one-size-fits-all legal professional, but the needs of the consuming
public have never been one-size-fits-all.
Law schools should be embracing new
models like the limited license legal technician and other possible educational
tracks that may not lead to the traditional,
fully licensed attorney. I’m pleased that
the law schools in our state are stepping
up to the plate with us here as we work
to implement the Limited License Legal
Technician program, working closely

with the community colleges in our state
to develop an educational delivery system for these new legal professionals.
How we produce legal scholarship
needs to be reconsidered. As a former
editor-in-chief of a law review, I could
never understand what 2Ls and 3Ls
could possibly know about the cuttingedge issues of the law and the profession, yet we were charged with reviewing and selecting articles for publication
in professional journals.
So why does any of this matter? I’ll
close with where I started: we are not
serving the consuming public.
And when the consuming public gets
fed up, they go to their legislators and
the executive. And, when legislators and
the executive have agitated constituents,
what do they do? — they act. We are seeing this trend around the world (in England, Ireland, and Australia) — where the
profession is losing elements of self-regulation as the government steps in to take
over certain elements of legal regulation
in response to consumer pressure.
And as we know, without an independent profession, you cannot have an
independent judiciary, and without an
independent judiciary, you cannot have
a system that is based on the rule of law.
So to me, what’s at stake is well beyond
legal education — and it is well beyond
the profession — what’s at stake is the
core of what we understand to be the
cornerstone of our democracy. And that
is the rule of law.
I invite you — indeed I encourage
you — to ride out and let’s surf the wave
together. NWL
Paula Littlewood is the WSBA executive director and can be reached at
paulal@wsba.org or 206-239-2120.
NOTES
1. For more information on the Task Force
please visit www.americanbar.org/groups/
professional_responsibility/taskforceonthefuturelegaleducation.html.
2. “Let’s Seize the Moment,” Dec./Jan 2013
NWLawyer, http://nwlawyer.wsba.org/nw_
lawyer/201301/?pg=13&pm=2&u1=friend;
“Moving Forward,” Feb. 2013 NWLawyer,
http://nwlawyer.wsba.org/nw_lawyer/2013
02/?pg=13&pm=2&u1=friend; “The Changing Legal Services Market,” Apr./May 2013
NWLawyer, http://nwlawyer.wsba.org/nwla
wyer/201304/?pg=11&pm=1&u1=friend.
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Retiring
into a

Bright
Sadness

by Daniel A. Farr
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I

was tired after 40 years of
practicing law. It was time for
a new road map: more music
with the band, flannel shirts,
bike riding, road trips, grandparenting, storytelling, teepee lodging, and embellishing memories with old pals. I
wanted to be present with the
people I love. Long ago, law practice began to rob me of living completely in the
moment — reading to a grandchild; hiking with a son or daughter; sitting on a
beach with my wife and friends — always
a part of my mind was practicing law.
Did we meet the filing deadline? I should
have returned that phone call. Do we
have enough money in the pot to meet
payday? That elderly couple should have
received a discount, but I don’t need one
more box of overgrown zucchini.
After 40 years of lawyering, it was
time to move into what author Richard
Rohr calls a “bright sadness.” Life becomes more spacious and our view expands accordingly. Our goal is not to be
held in bondage by the tyranny of the moment. Life becomes both bright and sad
because we see more clearly as we review
our past and look into the future.
I practiced in Enumclaw from 1972
until the end of 2011, with some final
winding down through 2012. I remain
available to consult on files that predate
my retirement. My career began in general practice, more particularly described
as, “I’ll take whatever walks into the front
door to put beans on the table.” I had a
family to support. In those early years, I
felt incompetent but apparently my clients did not know this, because my practice grew. I recruited and was joined by
law school classmate Rodger Gustafson.
We practiced as Farr and Gustafson until
his retirement in the late 1990s.
In my early fifties, I made a commitment to retire by the age of 65. My resolve to keep this goal increased as both
the obstacles and benefits of retirement
became more obvious. Perhaps my biggest influence came from attorneys and
their families whom I represented with
estate planning, probate, and as a confidant. I can only summarize the collective thoughts of these clients and friends.
They each expressed an ambivalent desire to retire. Ambivalent because they
felt trapped and immobilized.

Most of us, regardless of firm size,
share the following:
1. The belief we have insufficient assets
to finance retirement. This statement
comes from my very wealthiest clients
as well as the poorest. Is retirement
important enough to reduce the current lifestyle? Your financial advisor’s
job assumes your goal is to maintain
or increase your investment. A CPA
(who is not selling investments) may
suggest a distribution of your existing
savings/IRA with interest on the diminishing principle balance (i.e., five
percent growth in the equity market)
and a zero balance at
your estimated exit
age (i.e., 90). If alive
after 90, you sell your
home to finance assisted living. Finally,
you can work parttime. But for many of
us, part-time always
becomes full-time.
2. Always feeling the
need to catch up, an
attorney’s energy and
time are committed to
the stack of files, unanswered phone calls,
emails, and needy
clients seeking attention. “How do I find
the time to address
the daunting task of
finding my replacement and transfer my practice?”
3. For those of us over 60, there is a
professional culture which assumes
we will die at our desk. Where does
that leave clients’ interests? Moreover, older attorneys may experience
strokes, dementia, and struggles of
aging. In our attempts to hold on,
clients’ interests are compromised,
and relationships within and without the firm become awkward for
all involved — including the dignity
and legacy of the senior attorney in
need of retirement.
4. A transparently honest senior attorney from a large firm told me he was
concerned about the loss of affirmation from clients once retired. The
sense of losing status and affirmation following retirement caught me

by surprise. I sought the assistance
of a consultant with a unique skill set
for helping attorneys in transition.
(A separate article could be written
on this topic.) In my case, the loss
forced a new perspective, becoming
an unexpected bright consequence
of retirement.
In the face of these obstacles, I
would retire. Four decades was enough.
I would find my replacement, and first
looked within my own family. My son E.
Ross Farr is a Seattle attorney. Formerly
a partner at Ogden Murphy Wallace,
PLLC, he recently joined Nordstrom

After 40 years of lawyering, it
was time to move into what
author Richard Rohr calls a “bright
sadness.” Life becomes more
spacious and our view expands
accordingly . . . Life becomes both
bright and sad because we see
more clearly as we review our past
and look into the future.
as in-house counsel. He is well-established in Seattle. Son Dan Jr. is working
on a master’s degree in education, and
daughter Whitney is an RN at the Veterans Hospital. My daughter Megan S.
Farr worked for Senator Patty Murray
in Washington, D.C. before attending
UW Law School. Joining her father
in the small community in which she
spent her first 18 years initially seemed
out of the question, but Megan changed
her mind and joined my practice. From
January 2004 to June 2009, Megan
learned the art of estate planning and
probate, and we became Farr Law Offices, PLLC. Megan’s husband, Owen
Gabrielson, joined us in 2010, and the
firm became Farr Law Group, PLLC.
I formally transferred the practice to
Megan and Owen in January 2011, and
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The WSBA Can Help You
Transition Your Practice
Exiting the profession of law requires both careful planning and
a consideration of options. The
WSBA has resources available
through the Law Office Management Program (LOMAP) to help
you transition out of practice
– whether closing your practice
outright, becoming an emeritus
member, or transitioning your
practice to another attorney. For
more information about WSBA’s
practice transition resources, visit
www.wsba.org/resources-andservices/ending-your-practice or
call 800-945-WSBA.

continued thereafter as a part-time employee until my retirement.

Did we make mistakes during the
transfer?
Were there arguments and misunderstandings? Of course! Megan and
I spoke on this very topic at a recent
CLE. But we got the job done. It is difficult to hand over your life’s work. The
test comes down to this: Do you trust
them? Have you been fair with them?
Will they take good care of your clients?
And in my case, the answers were all in
the affirmative. I learned, with some
difficulty, it was my job to complete the
transfer without regret or attempts to
hold on to old turf within the firm I built
and nurtured.
The new owners will change billing
practices, policies, procedures, technology, staff, and client communication.
The retiring attorney (and this is the
tough part) should not be giving unsolicited advice or undermine changes.
We are to give this younger generation our blessing and then move on to
seek a more spacious life, giving all
those we love our undivided attention.

What remains now of “bright
sadness?”
I was invited into people’s lives to
solve problems. That is the honor. The
rewards can hardly be described.
I suspect that small-town attorneys are more visible and available
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than their city counterparts. Whether
intended as fees or gifts (I never
knew), I have received: a Jersey calf;
fence posts; homemade moccasins;
venison; salmon; overgrown zucchini;
wild huckleberries; knitted hats; jams;
cakes; a fresh elk hide only a few hours
removed from the elk; cookies; spaghetti sauce, meatballs, and lasagna;
and a discourse on “what does love
look like.” The Muckleshoot Indian
Tribe invited me to their powwow,
where I was given a blanket, draped
around my shoulders, then invited
to participate in traditional dancing
— first with children, then joined by
grandparents, then parents, then teenagers — drums pounding — ending in
exhaustion — I belonged. Every day,
I drove by a friend’s office on the way
to work. Knowing he was there was a
comfort to me (a shared history since
childhood). I have been overpaid.
I have served as a prosecutor, judge,
and defense attorney. I have been a confidant and represented priests, ministers,
judges, attorneys, physicians, local politicians, tribal members, police officers,
felons, drunks, the homeless, the lonely,
parents of deceased children, and a
great assortment of family and friends
— quirky and otherwise. Sometimes the
boundary between client and friend blurs
until there are no boundaries.
Over the years, I have experienced
anxiety from known and unknown sources — fed by the squirrel cage in my mind
at 3 a.m. and mostly related to my law
practice. But the victories, the defeats,

the anxieties, and the professional standing of whatever level I have mustered
have never compared in importance to
the people who have crossed my path.

It is the people and families and
their stories I will remember.
• In my early practice, I prevailed in an
emotionally charged case. At the end
of the trial, everyone was wounded, including myself. Years later, the opposing party asked me to be his attorney.
We have become good friends. I have
carried this gift of unmerited kindness for over 35 years.
• Memories of my wife and me picking
up newborn babies from hospitals and
delivering them to adopting couples.
• Meeting with families beyond grief
whose sons have committed suicide.
• Estate beneficiaries who volunteer to
share their inheritance equally with a
stepsister left out of a will.
• The always-changing stream meandering through Wilkeson causing disputes between neighbors because the
“thread of the stream” was a boundary on many legal descriptions. The
stream may have produced more legal
fees than fish.

Who is milking the cows when dad
dies?
When the family business is transferred from one generation to the next,
it always comes down to this: “Will my
kids be okay, Dan?” They don’t run the

dairy farm like we did — or the hardware
store, the clinic, the restaurant, the feed
store, the funeral home, the insurance
office, the car dealership — and the law
firm. Will they be okay? For most clients,
and for me, the answer is, “Release them.
Stand back.” What I started will continue
and probably get better. I get to move on.
It is the people I will remember
— the saints and scoundrels alike, exchanging words that sometimes lead
into transparent, perhaps transcending places. Marcus Borg calls these
“thin places.” Sometimes the attorney
becomes the only source of comfort
the client has. And sometimes it is the
client who does the comforting: the dying young woman in the Veazie Valley
comforting the grief-stricken attorney.
We hold onto each other, the wounded helping the wounded, and maybe,
now and then, as Fredrick Buechner
says, “a touch of the hand — a hug —
becomes a holy moment” — and that is
what I will remember. NWL
Daniel Farr
has served as
chairman of
the Enumclaw Juvenile Court
Conference
Committee
for 17 years,
the Enumclaw School Board of Directors
for eight years, and as municipal
judge for four years. Farr has
previously served as a WSBACLE presenter on trusts and
estates and has regularly given
seminars on estate planning and
retirement at Weyerhauser, the
Veterans Administration, and
the DSHS Caregivers Conference.
Dan has represented attorneys
and their families in estate
planning and probates. He has
been married 45 years, has four
children, plays bluegrass music,
and claims to have unparalleled
skills telling campfire stories.
Dan received his B.A. from the
University of Washington in 1969
and his J.D. from the University
of Oregon in 1972. He can be
reached at danfarrmtman@
gmail.com .
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Middle
Handling the Practice
Succession Issue in
Washington State

T

by Eric J. Camm

he question of practice succession
is a difficult one, but looms large
. . . the legal profession
for the legal profession in Washin general needs to do a
ington state. There are a growing
number of experienced attorneys
better job of providing
seeking to wind down their career
and
transition
their practice, but who aren’t
opportunities to young
necessarily in a position to provide constant
attorneys, even in a oversight or add an associate’s salary as they
for retirement. Conversely, there are a
time when economic prepare
large number of newly minted attorneys lookuncertainty has rocked ing to launch their legal career who are willing,
but unable, to shoulder the responsibility of imthe traditional legal mediately taking over an established practice.
need mentorship, guidance, and a living
infrastructure. They
wage as they embark on their career.
Thus, a tension in the practice succession
discussion arises. Experienced professionals
would like to transition their successful practice, but need to do so in a
manner that is financially beneficial, protects and serves their clients,
and helps launch them into retirement. Young attorneys are enthusiastic, but not yet prepared, to step into an established practice and provide the required level of representation to an established client base.
When we founded Apex Law in 2011, we examined a number of
ways to increase our client base. We had the benefit of attorneys with
5–7 years of experience, so that foundation of legal practice and client
management had already been laid, but it was our first time starting
a legal practice. Naturally, the idea of bringing in an experienced attorney with an existing book of business appealed to us a great deal.
Not as a means to supplant traditional methods of building a firm, but
certainly as a means to increase workload and gain knowledge from
someone who had been through these battles before.
So what we did was position ourselves in the middle ground —
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 etween the veteran attorney looking for
b
a way to transition in a financially beneficial manner, and the younger attorney
seeking to break into the practice of law
but without the benefit of experience.
This was not a reinvention of the wheel by
any means, and was in line with a larger
law firm model where departing partners
leave their client matters to seasoned junior partners and senior associates, who
are prepared for the responsibility, and
who in turn pass down assignments to
younger associates, growing their competency and knowledge base over time.
Thus far we have implemented this
model several times in one form or another with positive results. To the experienced attorneys we have partnered with,
we have provided office space, email,
a phone line, insurance coverage, and
support to help them continue to serve
their clients in a professional manner.
It has not been a substitute for building
Apex Law through traditional means of
networking and client development, but
it has been mutually beneficial to the parties involved. Our experienced attorneys
have been able to continue their practice
uninterrupted, offloading only those
projects they no longer wish to handle,
or new matters they do not want to take
on. They can direct how the matter is
handled given their knowledge and preexisting relationship with the client, but
there is also trust (that must be earned)
that the work they are passing along is

being handled appropriately. This process has provided some financial stability for Apex Law as we continue to grow
our practice organically.
Additionally, as our bandwidth has
started to fill up with added projects, it
has enabled us to go out and bring on a
first-year associate — thus creating a job
for a new attorney who is set to join us
this fall. We feel a strong commitment
to those young attorneys — who want to
step into the practice of law and frankly
believe that the legal profession in general needs to do a better job of providing
opportunities to young attorneys, even in
a time when economic uncertainty has
rocked the traditional legal infrastructure. The purpose of this article is in no
way meant to suggest that new attorneys
are not a part of the succession and transition process. They are indispensable
to this discussion and the opportunities
they are afforded now will serve to shape
the future of the legal profession. Accordingly, those opportunities must provide
a real chance to learn and grow into the
practice of law.
A very big piece of our future plans
involves the continued search for experienced attorneys to partner with and, if we
are successful, we will need to increase
our capacity by bringing in young attorneys as associates. There are certainly
many more questions than answers at
this early stage in this succession and
transition process, but with many attorneys who are beginning to look towards
retirement, the opportunities should be
there to assist with those transitions,
help stabilize a young firm with reasonably experienced attorneys, and continue
to create environments for new attorneys
seeking to find their niche. NWL
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Eric Camm
is a founding
member at
the Apex Law
Group, LLP,
in Seattle. He
works with
early-stage and established companies, as well as with businesses
identifying as social enterprises
on issues ranging from formation
and corporate governance, to risk
management and dispute resolution. Contact him at 206-448-3424
or at eric@apexlg.com.
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Legal Incubators
Helping to Hatch Solo Practices
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S

by Randy Trick

hawn Lipton can see the uncertainty in a new
graduate’s eyes, especially those graduates planning to hang their shingle straight from law
school. As head of the Seattle University School of Law
Center for Professional Development, he knows that that
fear comes from three big worries.
“When someone goes solo, there are three major fears — I have no
idea what I’m doing, how am I going to get clients, and how do I even
set up the office?” Lipton said.
In the last several years, as hiring rates have weakened and schools
have placed more focus on preparing students to practice, the academic community has experimented with ways to address these concerns of students by blending small-business entrepreneurship with
low-bono legal access. Programs to help new solos launch their own
law firms with the guidance of the schools that used to teach them are
cropping up across the nation.
In Seattle, that idea and discussion started last year with a focus
on what the school could best do to help graduates taking the plunge
solo right after school. Now, Seattle University is fundraising for the
Low Bono Program, a post-graduation mentoring, legal education, and
business support program for new attorneys serving moderate means
clients. Meanwhile, Bill Becker, an alumnus of the University of Puget
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Sound School of Law, is building support to launch a private legal incubator,
the Legal Services Exchange, based on
the business incubator model for startup companies.
Most SU graduates find work with
small firms with between two and ten
attorneys. That, Lipton said, is the
“sweet spot” for graduate hiring, and
“we’ve seen an uptick in hiring there.”
Still, 13 graduates from the Class of
2012 self-reported in December that
they had opened their own practice, even as two major companies
hired graduates for document
review projects. Of Washington’s
three law schools, SU produces
not only the largest number of new
lawyers who go directly into a solo
practice, but has done so historically, with a high of 21 solos from
the 2010 graduating class. This year,
five graduates from Gonzaga University reported that they became solo
practitioners, and two graduates from
the University of Washington launched
their own firms.
Nationally, the number of law graduates deciding to open their own firms
upon graduation has been increasing.
According to a 2012 report from the
National Association for Law Placement, the number of law graduates
going solo increased from 3.5 percent
in 2008 to 5.5 percent in 2009, the
biggest one-year jump since 1982.
That percentage increased to 5.7 percent for the class of 2010, the highest
since 1997.
These new graduates are joining
an already massive number of solo
practitioners. According to an ABA
press release last January, an estimated 435,000 solo law practitioners
constitute about 48 percent of privatepractice lawyers.
According to Lipton, there are three
distinct types of graduates who open a
solo practice. There are those who, as
students, already have their sights on
launching a solo practice upon graduation, and “those numbers have stayed
consistent, if not gone down,” Lipton
said. “There are people thinking they
want to be solo practitioners, but not
until they’ve practiced for a few years.
Then there are the people [who are]
kind of forced to go solo because of the
job market.”
That third type of solo — graduates
who begin their law firms either as they

look for full-time work or as an alternative to the job search — may plan to leverage their experience into a full-time
position at an established firm, or, if
they become successful, continue with
their own practice.

Joy Lockerby

Roads to Going Solo

For those SU graduates who have already launched their firms, the help is a
welcome acknowledgement of the challenge of going solo.
“I get all of these fears in different
forms just about every day, but it is one
of those things you can do, and you
have to try it, see if you can do it, and
gauge the next step,” said Omar Nur,
who launched Nur Law, PLLC, last November in Mukilteo. “I brought lessons
that I learned through my prior career
and life . . . I’ve started a business before and I know the pitfalls that can
happen.”
For Joy Lockerby, Class of 2011,
launching the Law Office of Joy M.
Lockerby last October was a natural
progression, given her previous career
working with employers on unemployment issues.
“It was a natural thing to get a business license and start off doing employment and unemployment law right away
because of my prior work experience,”
said Lockerby, whose business degree
from Western Washington University
in 1997 had a hand in her confidence. “I
was not scared at all . . . we’re a country
of entrepreneurs, and starting a business is not difficult to do. You have to
own up to the risks involved and be
okay with that.”
Lockerby was not one of those SU
graduates driven to be a solo practitioner. Rather, her goal, like that of many
other graduates, was to start taking clients and leverage the experience into a
position at an established firm. But now
that her firm is proving successful due
to a steady stream of referrals, she is
leaving her future options open.
“I thought it would be good to build
a book of business and then I would
have the option to take it to a firm if
I decide to make that career transition in the future . . . I am passionate
about being an attorney as a second
career and on working on building a
law practice, however that plays out —
whether as a solo practitioner or at a
firm,” said Lockerby.
Lockerby focuses on unemployment

Omar Nur

law and has made a point of reaching
out to other attorneys in her practice
area and in the Solo and Small Practice
Section of the bar. “My goal is to shorten
the learning curve as much as possible . . . I’ve received support from attorneys, both new and experienced, and
that has been positive,” Lockerby said.

Community Legal
Resources Network
The Community Legal Resource
Network (CLRN), started by Fred
Rooney at City University of New
York in New York City, hatched the
first business incubator or residency program for the legal profession.
Rooney’s effort focused on community law practices in the boroughs
of New York. When it launched in
1998, the network initially drew together those graduates with a solo
or small firm practice and helped
these new attorneys connect to
one another for referrals and for
substantive guidance in specific
practice areas. The alumni/attorneys networked through email
list serves and through free CLE
courses for members.
By 2007, the CLRN launched an
actual, physical incubator for new
attorneys — the Incubator for Justice. As many as eight attorneys at
a time participate and receive mentorship, practice advice, training in
substantive law business skills for
18 months. The attorneys share
office space and the technology in
a location managed by the CLRN.
The Incubator for Justice was the
forerunner for today’s efforts in
Arizona and San Diego, and was
cited as the inspiration for Seattle
University’s Low Bono Project.
Much of the $900,000 the incubator has raised since its launch
came from state and local elected
officials who count on the incubator attorneys to provide free legal
services in the neighborhoods
around New York City. Incubator
attorneys are paid $75 per hour for
these pro bono cases, which can
supplement the revenue they earn
from their own private clients.
Rooney is helping launch legal
incubators internationally. He is
currently a Fulbright Scholar at
Universidad Autónoma de Santo
Domingo in the Dominican Republic, helping the law school
there launch a similar incubator
program.
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Similarly, Nur did not plan to launch
his own firm straight from law school.
But the job search proved so frustrating that he took the initiative.
“My dad was encouraging me to
open a law firm . . . I said, ‘you have the
whole law thing backward, you don’t
go solo, you start working for a small
firm or public defender, and then go
solo maybe in five years’ . . . After law
school, I put my feet to the street for
interviews, informational interviews,
looking for a full-time job. I had one
real interview, I was promised inter-

views I never received,” Nur said. “I
had a friend who had a legal issue with
his company and wanted to know if I
knew someone who could help, and I
thought ‘Well, I can do that.’ After that
one, it kind of empowered me.”
But despite their confidence, solos
like Nur and Lockerby certainly faced
challenges, and it is these challenges
that SU and others in the legal community are trying to address. The biggest challenge, Nur found, was finding
a place to work. As an attorney who
practices business law and criminal

defense, having an office was important. “Working from home presents
serious challenges. You have to have
resources in your home, like a copier,
Internet, and computer,” Nur said. “A
big thing the law school, or even the
Bar, can do is help find workplaces for
new solos.”
The easiest thing for Lockerby has
been getting and talking with prospective clients. But the hardest part
has been “not knowing the logistical
details about each step in a case and
having to reinvent the wheel when developing systems and forms, and that
know-how is something I would probably gain more quickly at a firm.”

Search for Inspiration

The Law Offices of James S. Rogers
Welcomes Cheryl L. Snow
Cheryl was a Deputy Prosecutor in the King County
Prosecutor’s Office for 15 years, where she tried many
cases and developed a reputation as an outstanding
trial lawyer. Cheryl is a trial advocacy instructor at the
University of Washington School of Law and an instructor
for the National Institute for Trial Advocacy (NITA). We are
very pleased to welcome Cheryl to the firm.

Serious Personal Injury | Product Liability | Crashworthiness | Wrongful Death
Phone: (206) 621-8525 I www.jsrogerslaw.com

General aviation accidents
to major airline disasters

Robert F. Hedrick, James T. Anderson
800 Fifth Avenue, Suite 4000
Seattle, WA 98104
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With this kind of feedback from graduates, the questions before Seattle University were, “What can we do now
that we can do with limited resources?
What can we do programmatically
with existing staff?” said Diana Singleton, director of the Seattle University School of Law Access to Justice
Institute.
Legal incubator programs nationwide piqued the school’s attention, and
a discussion about whether a similar
model could work in Seattle began. It
was helped along when, that spring,
three law students won the SU Albers
School of Business and Economics’
business plan competition proposing
a nonprofit law firm named Populous
Legal Services that would resemble
a residency program for new lawyers
and be a low-cost, moderate-means
practice. In August, the Law School
hosted Fred Rooney, who launched the
original incubator and residency program at CUNY in New York City (see
sidebar on page 19). Over the course
of two days, Rooney spoke with school
administrators, faculty members, and
members of the state and county bar
associations, as well as members of the
WSBA Solo and Small Practice Section, about how to start a residency or
incubator program in Seattle.
It was inspiring, and as Lipton described it, “we [saw] what’s going on
with graduates and saw a need to get
this done.”

SU Low Bono Program
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In time for the class of 2013, SU is set
to launch its Low Bono Program, its
answer to the new solos tapping into

a customer base of moderate-means
clients. The Access to Justice Institute, which Singleton heads, received
the go-ahead this winter from the Law
School faculty and administration. The
Low Bono Program has three aspects
— post-graduate mentoring, low bonooriented legal education and practice
support, and an incubator program
providing startup business support,
including a stipend to cover initial
business expenses, for a limited number of attorneys dedicated to serving
clients of moderate means. Singleton
hopes to launch the program in this
summer; the incubator aspect will be
launched as soon as the fundraising is
successful. The goal is to raise at least
$12,000 to give four new attorneys a
$3,000 start-up stipend.
The mentoring and legal education
will be for “any alumni who wants to
start or have started a low bono practice
and could be expanded to any attorney
doing this work. The more people doing low bono work who are connected
to each other, the stronger the network
support can be,” Singleton said.
There are specific business issues
that come with helping moderate
means clients that the Low Bono Program plans to include in its legal education offerings — fee agreements, securing payment when advance fees are
not possible, and getting potential new
clients to commit to representation.
“While moderate-means clients
may have more income and resources
than low-income people, they are still
barely able to make ends meet. As
a result, there needs to be specific
training and support to new attorneys
who are serving that population,” said
Singleton.

Legal Services Exchange

out of law school now, of course, I’d
want to start my own firm. Everybody
who starts their own law firm is an entrepreneur because it is a business; it
happens to be a business giving legal
counsel.”
The Legal Service Exchange, which
grew out of Becker’s discussions with
the Law School and the King County
Bar Association, has five goals: 1)
teach the practical aspects of practicing law; 2) provide the infrastructure
for new solos; 3) serve middle-class
and small-business clients; 4) provide

business-management support to the
individual solos; and 5) teach the new
attorneys how to maximize their value
to the client.
“Find any graduate of any law school,
and odds are very good they’re going to
need those five things,” said Becker.
Like a business incubator, LSE
would offer office infrastructure and
the business-management support —
an office and help writing a business
plan. Becker hopes that, by bringing
several solo practitioners under one
roof, LSE can save everyone money

We would appreciate the opportunity to
work with you to help your client.

At about the same time SU began discussing what it could do to help new solos, Bill Becker approached the school
to see what role he could play to help.
He initially offered his time as a mentor, but soon developed the Legal Services Exchange (LSE) idea, a private
business incubator for new lawyers.
Becker, a 1979 graduate of the University of Puget Sound Law School,
said his interests as an attorney gravitated more toward business than law.
He’s a self-confessed entrepreneur
now, and he insists that “having the
mindset I have today, if I was coming
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on malpractice and health insurance,
though the precise arrangement has
yet to be determined. Having a collection of young attorneys under one
roof would make mentoring and training easier.
“I believe the scariest thing for
people is feeling they’re doing this on
their own . . . they need the feeling they
belong,” Becker said. “That is really the
message of LSE, that you’re not alone.”

Incubators Nationwide

Law schools nationwide have turned to

two different, though similar, models
to help new attorneys launch their own
firms and become practice ready. More
than a dozen law schools or bar associations have launched programs based
on business incubators or residency
programs. The American Bar Association’s Standing Committee on the
Delivery of Legal Services has been
tracking the development and launch
of incubator and residency programs.
Last year, two incubator programs
opened in San Diego. California Western School of Law started an incuba-

tor program with 15 attorneys in two
downtown locations, and Thomas
Jefferson School of Law launched the
Center for Solo Practitioners, which
opened in November and houses nine
attorneys.
Also last fall, the University of Utah
S.J. Quinney College of Law launched
the University Law Group(ULG). Serving a moderate-means client base, the
ULG provides relatively simple, shortterm legal services and offers flat-rate
fee arrangements or hourly rates of
$50 to $80 per hour, depending on
client income. The ULG currently has
a handful of attorneys, but the university expects to have as many as 15 attorneys by the end of the year.
The approach at Arizona State University, named the Alumni Law Group,
seems to be the most ambitious residency or incubator program not only
because of size (30 attorneys) or cost
(up to $5 million a year to run), but because it hopes to be self-sufficient in a
couple of years. The firm plans to have
four to five litigation and transactional
practice groups, each with five recent
graduates serving as associates for
terms of up to three years, each overseen by a full-time, salaried supervising lawyer. In addition to serving lowincome clients at a $125 hourly rate,
the firm will do legal work for other
parts of the university, including its
high-tech innovation center.

Incubators for Social Good —
A Model for the Law

CLOSE JUST
DOESN’T CUT IT

Whether you go to trial or not, litigation is a tough arena. So when you’re
determining the strengths and weaknesses of your case, gut feelings just
don’t cut it. Tsongas provides a unique combination of people, experience,
and methodologies to help you develop a successful strategy. That’s
why attorneys, corporations, and municipalities have been relying on
us for over three decades. But don’t just take our word for it, check out
Tsongas.com and see what our clients have to say.
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Traditional business incubators give
an entrepreneur with a startup business not only a place to receive logistical and overhead support (office space,
Internet, web hosting) but also access
to mentorship and a chance to network
with possible sources of capital.
SU alumnus Brian Howe, class of
2009, not only started his own law
firm upon graduation, Vox Legal, but
his own business incubator, HUB Seattle, located in Pioneer Square.
“At graduation, it would definitely
have been interesting and valuable to
have an incubator to join,” Howe said.
“Having someone to help talk through
billing clients, time-tracking software,
client-attorney agreements, expectation setting, bookkeeping/taxes, interns, and the myriad of other things
that a new attorney faces would have
been invaluable.”

At HUB Seattle, Howe has taken
the business-incubator model and focused it on social purpose enterprises.
HUB Seattle has partnered with the
Bainbridge Graduate Institute and
Social Venture Partners to launch a
Center for Impact and Innovation in
the heart of downtown Seattle.
“If we want to see more entrepreneurial solutions to the many social
and environmental problems around
us, then it makes sense to have a community of similarly intentioned individuals who are able to collectively
gather more advice, mentorship, and
resources than they would on their
own,” Howe said. “Having an incubator environment is more efficient for
both entrepreneurs and investors, as
well as a lot more fun.”
Just as Howe has put a social purpose twist on the traditional business
incubator, he sees how the model could
apply to the legal profession, with some
caveats. “Most traditional incubators
provide funding and resources to a
multiple teams of individuals,” he said.
“It sounds like you’re looking for solo
attorneys to pool resources together.
That’s very different than a traditional
incubator. If each solo attorney is going to wholly own her own practice,
then it requires a lot of thought around
what resources to share and which
ones to keep separate . . . Sharing resources isn’t easy, but if the lawyers
approach it with a belief that more
can be done together than apart, that
there is an abundance of resources and
clients, and have a clear conflict resolution mechanism — then the effort is
well worth it.” NWL
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Question: Which of the following
agreements is not enforceable, if you sign
it as an adult in Washington?
A. A vaccination release that waives all
tort liability for injury to, or death, of
your minor child.
B. A release form allowing your minor
child to participate in a band field trip
and releasing the sponsor from liability for injury.
C. An agreement authorizing the amputation of your minor child’s leg without your spouse’s consent.

Back to School

© iStockphoto.com/slobo

Whatever Happened to Contract
Law and Liberty?

A

by Greg Tolbert

s WSBA members who also are parents keenly
know, alarm clocks are ringing, backpacks
large enough to mount an arctic expedition are
lying about the house, you’ve tried to make your
way through a school supply list that surely must have
been assembled by a discredited government contractor, and, if you’re shuttling more than one child to school or extracurricular activities, you may be wondering whether a jury of your peers
actually would convict if you let your middle schooler drive herself to
school . . . yes, it’s back-to-school time. Accordingly, let’s begin with a
short quiz. So, clear your desk, put away your smartphone, and begin.
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Okay, even a drunken monkey has a
one-in-three chance of getting a gold star.
In light of the fact that you chose to invest
at least a couple of years of your life and
a small fortune in a law degree, let’s hope
you did better. If, however, you did not
quickly (and confidently) answer “B,”
maybe you should consider co-counsel or
simply commiserate about your dubious
legal investment with said monkey.
Today, 21 years after the Washington State Supreme Court wreaked
havoc on common sense and liberty,
an entire group of citizens has aged
enough to head off to a drinking establishment . . . lawfully. They also, hopefully, have enough schooling to realize
that Derek Bok had it right when he observed that “[i]f you think education is
expensive, try ignorance.”
If you are a parent, in an average
school year, your child likely will bring
home several release forms for signature. Some forms — in an astonishing
disregard for basic contract law principles — also will require your young
child to sign the release. I’m not making
this up. And if your child participates
in other activities, you’ll see even more
release forms. In just the past year, I’ve
seen these forms as a participation precondition for gymnastics, cheerleading,
parades, fencing, indoor rock climbing,
theater camp, a city-sponsored summer
camp, a charity fun run/walk . . . and
even a poetry contest. Seriously!
So, what’s going on? Well, to begin,
perhaps not a lot of thinking. Despite
the fact that some of these forms have
been lawyered to death, under Washington law, the forms are invalid. In Scott
v. Pacific West Mountain Resort (119
Wn.2d 484 (1992)), the Washington
State Supreme Court — on tough facts

— announced that parental pre-injury
releases violate public policy and that a
parent cannot release her child’s future
cause of action for personal injuries.
This is absurd. It’s not just that the
court got lost in the deep weeds comparing pre-injury and post-injury releases,
or that Scott creates moral hazard problems, or that Scott makes it too difficult
for good actors to structure their behavior for everyone’s benefit, Scott also
crushes parental liberty . . . which used
to be considered an important Constitutional right.
But, before going there, let’s start here
and set the table.
There are rules. In Washington, liability waivers — despite often being
adhesion contracts — generally are enforceable (Johnson v. Ubarer, LLC, 150
Wn. App. 533 (2009)). One big exception involves waivers that violate public
policy (often as determined not by the
Legislature in advance, but by courts)
(Wagenblast v. Odessa School District,
110 Wn.2d 845 (1988)). Smart business
folks — even those who wish to risk capital in a recreational business catering to
children — know that children can sign
contracts . . . the contracts, however,
generally speaking, are voidable (RCW
26.28.015). Which means that, if the
agreement turns out to be a bad deal for
the child, the child may walk away from
the agreement and the business is stuck
with the loss, and a life lesson.
So, pre-Scott, what’s a business — one
that cares about liability (and viability)
— to do? If you could borrow a DeLorean
and go back in time to counsel such businesses, you might suggest that the business hire you to draft a release agreement
(and whatever “cross-marketing effort”
your firm may be pushing). You might
suggest that the agreement be reasonable, understandable, and — if you took
an economics course or had some realworld business experience with P&L responsibility — also incent participants to
manage their own risk.
For the adult customers, it’s easy.
Washington courts routinely (and properly) uphold pre-injury releases for recreational activities. Accordingly, a solution is simple. Draft a liability release for
ordinary negligence and send your client
a bill. But what about the kids? Mom and
dad may not want to leave them in the
lobby and, of course, your client desires
more paying customers . . . assuming its
risk profile is not disadvantaged.

Because cheerleading camp, or fencing, or indoor rock climbing (or even
a charitable fun run) typically are not
considered “necessaries,” you know that
having the child sign the pre-injury release has a rather low return on investment (or, in the words of a third-grader,
“is pretty dumb”). In the event of injury,
the child lawfully could claim she is a
minor and disavow the contract. More
importantly, in your human-nature calculus, you might conclude that the parents are more likely to read the agreement and that words and phrases like
“serious bodily injury,” “paralysis,” and

activity and presumably lower prices
because the business is thinking that it
is risk-sharing and externalizing some
of its costs via the release), but suffer
no downside from your choice. In the
event that you later wish to file a lawsuit, the release will not bar the action
(hence the moral hazard problem). If
you’re a parent, similar story. Although
the release will bar your claim, it won’t
bar your child’s claim.
But what if you have a business? Perhaps you have a nonprofit providing
summer camp opportunities or a business that (hopefully) pays taxes, helps

If you are a parent, in an average school year, your
child likely will bring home several release forms for
signature. Some forms — in an astonishing disregard
for basic contract law principles — also will require
your young child to sign the release.
“risk of death” usually command more
consideration from mom or dad than
junior, who just wants to start climbing.
Okay, there’s a solution. Draft a pre-injury release and have mom and/or dad
sign it on their child’s behalf. Although
the release won’t protect the business from willful misconduct (and why
should it?), it will serve its purpose and
allocate responsibility for simple negligence. After all, as a matter of public
policy, why wouldn’t we want to incent
participants in recreational activities
to shoulder some modest amount of responsibility? They also might wish to
invest in insurance and, depending on
their risk profile, make deliberate decisions about which activities to pursue.
That approach seemed to work. Until
1992. Then, Washington’s State Supreme
Court decided to engage in policymaking thinly disguised as an appellate
court decision. The court concluded that,
notwithstanding that both mom and her
minor son signed a pre-injury release, the
release did not bar the child’s future personal injury action.
So, what are folks to do in 2013?
Well, that depends. If you’re a minor
child, sign at will. You get the upside
benefit of the release (e.g., access to the

grow the economy, and also provides opportunities that people wish to be available. What do you do?
Well, first, get rid of any lawyers who
provided you with a useless pre-injury
release form that doesn’t do you any good.
There’s no need to pay professionals for
that sort of advice. Second, you may need
to staff up in records management, as the
statute of limitations for these claims can
be lengthy. Third, buy an almanac. Sure,
Washington has its charm — grey winters that never seem to end, ferries that
occasionally run on time, and one of the
largest lava fields in the world — but seriously, there are 49 other states (as well as
a district and some territories) that have
relatively predictable legal environments
and some even have less rain (not to mention tax “incentives”).
But if relocation is out of the question
because you can’t stand the thought that
you might have to brew your own coffee,
what do you do? You have two options.
First, don’t do business with children.
Period. Problem solved — except, of
course, that your business model may
depend on doing business with children
or their families.
That leaves option two. Implement
alternative risk management strategies
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to try to minimize the downside of wideopen, unlimited, court-created liability.
Although not perfect (and certainly
not as good as a pre-Scott release), the
following are worth considering:
• Purchase liability insurance. Sure,
this increases your operating costs
and erodes profit margins (but perhaps you’ve been looking for an excuse to right-size the staff?). If you
are able to obtain insurance, this
may be money well spent.
• Require insurance. You may ask
your customers to provide proof
of insurance. You will want to be
named as an additional insured,
which means that the transaction
costs of this solution are ridiculously high. Further, your customers could cancel the insurance and
you’re out of luck.
• Continue to use the release. Yes, really! You paid good cash money for a
lawyer to draft it and some folks are
old-fashioned and still may believe
in the idea of contract as promise.
Sure, when there is money on the
table within reach, many people
begin to distance themselves from
their prior principles and decisions,
but a few may have moral resistance to transferring a loss — after
the fact — to you.
• Use the pre-injury release, but
add an indemnity. Here the idea is
to include an indemnity provision

that, in the event the child brings
an action for injury, the parents
are required to defend, indemnify,
and hold you harmless. You’ll still
be required to pay any judgment
that the child may obtain against
you, but you will have an indemnity
against the parents. One big problem, of course, is that the indemnity
may be worthless — the parents
may be an empty sack (bankrupt).
An indemnity is only as good as the
money, if any, behind it. Also note
that Washington courts could — after the fact — announce that such
clauses violate public policy and
are unenforceable.
• Seek statutory immunity. The state
Legislature has afforded immunity
from liability to a variety of persons
and businesses for certain recreational activities. Sometimes the
immunity is premised on the business not charging (RCW 4.24.210)
and other times it is activity-based
(RCW 4.24.540). These are publicpolicy-based statutes. In short, the
Legislature believes that these activities are worthwhile, but without
immunity from liability, the activity
would be less available.
Finally, you might also solicit support from other citizens. A little over
400 years ago, venture capitalists
landed the Godspeed, Susan Constant, and Discovery at what would

ultimately become the Commonwealth
of Virginia. Their legacy was not a financial statement; it was liberty. And
for the greater part of our nation’s history, public policy has been informed
by some fidelity to liberty. That usually
has meant that parents have a fundamental right to make decisions regarding the care, custody, and control of
their children. (See Troxel v. Granville,
530 U.S. 57 (2000).) This should not
be surprising; parents are presumed
to act in the best interests of their
children (Parham v. J.R., 442 U.S. 584,
602 (1979)). After all, is there anyone
in a better position to make decisions
regarding the risks and benefits of
participating in an activity that may
involve risk (and, really, are there any
that don’t?) than a child’s parents? Is
a state court second-guessing a preinjury release? If the parent’s decision
is informed and voluntary, that should
be the end of the discussion.
Courts simply have no better expertise than parents and have no business
selectively second-guessing such parental decisions. Accordingly, if state
legislators are serious about building
a vibrant economy in Washington or
just think that parents — rather than
courts — retain the liberty to make
family decisions, well, it would be easy
to overrule Scott. At least the legislative branch would be making the policy decision. NWL

Greg Tolbert is a father, venture capitalist, and lawyer who
attempts to instill in his daughter
the value of liberty, the virtue of
public service, and a relentless
spirit of adventure. He is a member of the WSBA Editorial Advisory Committee and has been a
WSBA member and volunteer for
24 years. He can be reached at
gregtolbert@mac.com.
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LinkedIn Endorsements
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Tips on
Studying for
the Bar Exam
http://bit.ly/
SidebarBarExam
Get those outlines ready,
the bar exam is just
around the corner! Here
are five study tips to help
applicants prepare for the
big day.

http://bit.ly/SidebarLinkedin
Be sure to check out this post to make sure what you’re
communicating on LinkedIn is not false or misleading.

Why Rating
Attorney
Is Bad
Adoptive
CoupleYour
v. Baby
Girl: How
Should SCOTUS Rule?for Your Lawsuit
http://bit.ly/SidebarBabyGirl
In a conflict between state adoption law and the Indian Child
Welfare Act, SCOTUS is being asked to answer the question
“How is a parent defined under the law?” Attorney Jennifer M.
Richards offers her opinion.

http://bit.ly/SidebarAttyRating
Reviews might be good for choosing a date-night restaurant, but
what about an attorney to handle your divorce? Find out why
rating systems can be detrimental to lawyers and clients alike.

Does a Lawyer’s
Religious Faith
Affect Her
Practice?
http://bit.ly/SidebarReligion
Attorney Erin Sperger explains
how her faith led her to a
career as a lawyer. How do you
blend your faith (or other life
http://bit.ly/SidebarLater
your practice?
Are Facebook and Netflix getting inchoices)
the way and
of finishing
that

Four Procrastination Busters

brief that’s due? Here are four ideas to help you get back to work.

Five Signs
That You’re
a Solo
Practitioner

Friday

LLLT Program Classes Begin This Fall
http://bit.ly/SidebarLLLTupdate
Get an update on the Limited License Technician Program,
including when the first LLLTs may begin practicing.

Bloggers Wanted!

5

http://bit.ly/SidebarSolo
Setting your own hours, unclogging your own toilet?
NWLawyer Editor Michael Heatherly offers five less-thanglamorous signs that you’re a solo practitioner.

http://bit.ly/SidebarSubmit
Add your voice to NWSidebar! Whether you
maintain your own legal blog or have never written
a blog post, we welcome submissions from all
members of the legal community.
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Young|New Lawyers

My Date with the
Supreme Court

Hobnobbing with a group of people as
educated and accomplished as our state’s
Supreme Court requires a certain level of
careful planning and execution. Because
I routinely breathe the rarified air of the
intellectual, physical, and social elite —
indeed, I think a professional baseball
player may even live in my friend’s condo
building — it seems only appropriate that
I should fill readers in on how to best prepare for and attend a fancy soirée with legal bigwigs. I will use my recent Supreme
Court dinner as an example.

1. Score a hot date.

The first order of business in planning
the evening was to convince my boyfriend, a socially awkward Canadian who
does something with computers for a living, that dinner with the Supreme Court
topped our usual Friday night plans. (We
like to relax after a long workweek with a
spate of Frasier reruns on Netflix, sometimes after attending Jazz Night at Hiroshi’s, an improbably popular event at our
local sushi joint.) He was easily sold after
I offered to drive and floated the possibility of an open bar.

2. Dress to impress.

A How-To on Dining with Legal VIPs

I

by Allison Peryea

© iStockphoto.com/canakris

am kind of a big deal. I rub elbows with celebrities
to a near-Kardashian degree. For example, a month ago I

saw Jeopardy champion Ken Jennings and the back of musician
Dave Matthews’ head at a gelato shop. And last fall, in a fit of roadslash-ferry rage, I accidentally yelled at soon-to-be governor Jay
Inslee and his entourage when their street crossing interfered with my
attempt to timely board the Bainbridge Ferry. (My sincere apologies,
Mr. Governor, but the ferry waits for no woman, even when she has a
client meeting in Poulsbo.)
I knew I had hit the big leagues when I scored a dinner invite to the
WSBA Litigation Section Executive Committee’s annual dinner with the
Washington State Supreme Court. Of course, my high-profile position as
the young lawyer liaison for the Section pretty much puts me at the top of
every VIP list in town. But given that I usually take my last meal of the day
at the kitchen counter with a dog-eared copy of Marie Claire keeping me
company, I jumped at the chance to spend an evening picking the brains
of our state’s top judicial officers. Especially when that evening involved
free dessert.
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Date secured, the next item on my to-do
list: Finding the perfect conservative yet
fashionable dress to really wow the justices. So I did what any sophisticated-yetbudget-conscious Seattleite would do and
made a beeline for the downtown Nordstrom Rack after a settlement conference.
Unfortunately, I am shaped like a pyramid and was unable to fit into anything I
brought into the dressing room. But I did
leave with a Backup Dress, a little black
number from French Connection marked
down from $288 to $72 (with that discount, it is safe to say that the dress really
chose me). The only problem was that it
was a size too small, or exactly the right
size for me minus five pounds.

3. Do your background
research.

I continued preparations for the evening
by emailing the boyfriend a cheat sheet
on the justices and their backgrounds,
though I would bet my covered parking
spot at work that he never even opened
the attachment. I also took a little refresh-

Young|New Lawyers

er course on the Court myself, courtesy of
Google and the fear that I wouldn’t recognize anybody.

4. Go with the flow.

When the day of the dinner finally arrived, I was swamped at work and barely
made it out of the office in time to change.
Once home, I discovered that every dress
in my closet was absolutely horrible and
could never be worn in public ever again.
The Backup Dress beckoned. I jammed
myself into it with the same amount of
force that expels a circus performer from
a cannon. Unable to distinguish an evening gown from a burlap sack, my ladies’fashion-challenged boyfriend proved
incapable of discerning whether the dress
was “obscenely tight.” After determining
that I could avoid splitting seams by standing with my legs crossed at the ankle, we
left for the restaurant. We drove there in
my filthy Toyota Corolla, which I had not
had time to wash before the dinner or during the six months before the dinner.

5. Master witty banter.

We were first introduced to Associate
Chief Justice Charles Johnson, whose
illustrious legal career is remarkably
similar to mine in that we are both
people. I told him all about my work in
community association law, which I am
certain was the highlight of his evening.
Later we chatted with Chief Justice Barbara Madsen, during which I learned
that she comes from a family of lawyers.
I somehow managed to work my cat
into the conversation, which happens in
about 100 percent of my conversations.
At this point my boyfriend became fully
engrossed in his name tag, which appeared to be magnetically repelled by
his suit and kept falling to the ground.
Then I started eyeing the appetizers,
but decided that there was no room for
crudités inside the silk-blend sausage
casing I was wearing.

6. Work the room.

Before taking our seats, I caught up with
WSBA Governor-at-Large (YLC) Robin
Haynes, who, unlike me, is no stranger to
dinners with fancy lawyers and validated
parking. We discussed how Eastern
Washington seems to lack a sufficient
number of female attorneys, and how
the new attorney we hired in my office
— a mutual friend — is very small and

At this point I announced
to the table that I didn’t
eat seafood other than
canned tuna, thus demonstrating myself as a
woman of selective taste
with a refined palate.
therefore probably does not consume a
lot of oxygen. I opted to sit next to Justice
Susan Owens rather than my boyfriend,
since he has no stories to tell about his
road to the highest court in the state. (His
road pretty much always leads to Subway
or REI, where he purchases outdoor gear
that gets used about once annually but
takes up space in my storage room all
year.) I thought about chatting with Justice Sheryl Gordon McCloud, who was
awesomely wearing Converse high-tops
and looked friendly and inviting. But,
unfortunately, I am intimidated by approachable people.

7. Turn on the charm.

At this point I announced to the table that
I didn’t eat seafood other than canned
tuna, thus demonstrating myself as a
woman of selective taste with a refined
palate. (Incidentally, we were at a restaurant that had the word “seafood” in
its name.) Then I excused myself to the
restroom. There I noted that, due to the
stress of preparing for the evening and
pretending that I knew what anyone was
talking about, my traitorous deodorant
had congealed into some sort of threedimensional manifestation of social
anxiety. My “Secret” antiperspirant was
no longer living up to its name.

8. Make a lasting impression.

Unperturbed, I returned to my table to
find that Justice Owens, the apparent
social butterfly of the Court, had jumped
ship for another table (hopefully not for
underarm-related reasons). She was replaced by Chief Justice Madsen, who
indulged me in a conversation about
hiking, during which I mentioned that
my friends carry 40s of malt liquor to

weigh down their packs for “training.” I
also divulged my love of Cheetos — puffy,
not crunchy — and the fact that I once put
my own cheese from home on a Dick’s
cheeseburger to save 25 cents. I neglected to mention that this event occurred
only a month or two ago.
I proceeded to end the dinner portion
of the evening by inviting my boyfriend
and myself to go kayaking with another
committee member, who lives in our
neighborhood and owns a few boats. Surprisingly, no kayak trip has since been
scheduled with my fellow WSBA volunteer. He has, however, provided me with a
client referral, which is less fun but more
lucrative than a kayaking trip.

9. Hit up the after-party.

We followed up dinner by stopping
by the apartment to change into more
breathing-friendly clothing for my friend
Henry’s birthday-party-slash-cancerresearch-benefit. My new dress featured
sheer paneling around the waist, which is
probably not a justice-approved sartorial
detail. At the party I ran into my old college roommate, attorney Rachel Hunter.
We danced with our friends — and without the ease with which we danced in
heels during our university days — while
I dreamt of the big bowl of cereal I was going to eat when I got home.
As the description of my evening attests, I know how to impress at a fancy
dinner party while still having a good
time. For more information about how to
steal the show at big-time events, please
email me to ask about my high-school reunion and my childhood stint in competitive tap dancing. NWL
Allison Peryea
is a community association
attorney with
Leahy McLean
Fjelstad in
Kirkland. She
is a member
of the WSBA
Editorial Advisory Committee. She
can be reached at allison.peryea@
leahyps.com and is more likely
to respond to emails that include
links to cat videos.
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The Life of a Newbie
Small-town Family Lawyer
by Adella Wright

Or, Law School Never Prepared Me for This!
(Except That It Did)

I

Adella Wright (far
right) with fellow members at her swearing-in
ceremony.
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t’s been just about a year and a half since
I stood, jelly-kneed and hyperventilating,
holding the mail that would . . . what? Change my
life? Sort of. The mail that would notify me of a major
life change. The document verifying that my three
years of law school and bar-exam hell were propelling me towards attorneydom and not the
nearest Denny’s.
Thank goodness
(I think) I passed
that
darned
exam. It’s been
just a little less
than that since
I’ve
officially
borne the mantle
and the WSBA
number. But over
and over again
in my head resounds the chorus: “Law school
didn’t prepare
me for this!”
Upon actual
reflection, it did and it didn’t prepare me. The refrain
certainly has a prima facie (yes, law school jokes die
harder than Bruce Willis) verity. Lofty philosophical arguments are fantastic, but have little bearing on the intricate nebula of rules, formalities, and unwritten customs
that dominate this field. We might have been required to
double-space our papers and battle leviathan Blue Booking mandates, but nobody made me memorize the correct
margin size for pleadings, let alone how to call up the
clerk’s office to set a hearing. Were it not for my trusty
paralegal and wise mentor, I imagine I would still be wandering some obscure corner of the courthouse with wilting — and grossly unacceptable — legal documents.
And do not get me started on the vagaries of family

law’s unofficial interpretations of “fair
and equitable” and the “best interests”
and the like. There’s more lore than
documentation when it comes to these
cases, and as Tolstoy may be apt to say:
“Happy families are all the same; every
unhappy family is unhappy in its own
way, and is likely coming into my office
with a novel and completely unprecedented issue that I have never heard
of before because really I’m kind of new
at all this and my family law experience in school was mostly relegated to
researching the one percent of issues
that ever make it big enough to reach
my textbooks.”
I will also say that law school never
brought home for me the sheer amount
of numbers I might be crunching. Numbers? Wasn’t the joke always, If I were
any good at math, I wouldn’t be in law
school? Everywhere I turn, I’m figuring
out days missed in a parenting plan,
calculating credits for various financial contributions made by parents,
and playing with the ever-accursed
retirement plan valuations. At the very
least, if I were any good at math, I might
have tried going into a more profitable
field of law than family law. I knew it
wouldn’t all be group hugs and cute kid
pictures, but I was definitely not adequately warned about the sheer number
of times I would be reminded that arithmetic was not particularly my thing.
Sadly, the math that I do like — geometry, calculus, and all that theoretical
nonsense — doesn’t show up very often.
My intensive law school experiences
with legalities, mediation, ADR, and fa-
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cilitation is all well and good, except for
that little part about building such a practice. There were some head nods towards
the business side of things, but they were
quite vague. I knew that fees should be
reasonable, for instance. I knew that one
should interview clients before agreeing to represent them. And in a vague
sense, I understood that one should not
act as a client’s bank. I even kind of understood trust funds and IOLTA. But
there’s a lot of “practice” that’s administrative, business-related, and otherwise
completely foreign to me. We rigorously
learned how to counsel and interview
emotional clients. We rehearsed explaining complicated legal facts and assessing
interests, but there were no role-plays in
how to tell a client who is tugging at our
heart-strings with doe eyes that we cannot continue representing her unless she
replenishes her account.
In another sense, law school precisely prepared me for all of this. My first
year was a flurried slog of juggling more
than I could handle, acting constantly
self-assured while feeling unprecedentedly insecure about even the meaning
of the word “is.” Law school taught me
that you can never be as prepared as
you would like; that prioritization is
priority number one; and finally, that
one of those priorities had better be
knowing when to throw your hands up
and say, “Enough is enough.” Surviving
a seething stew of Type-A overachievers cursing the curve while watching
their classmates amp up in a nuclear
arms race of sheer study time, that final realization may have been what
kept me sane and made me do counter
intuitively well. My first-year lawyering
could never live up to the sheer terror
of 1L year — a year that dare not speak
its name — but certainly the latter prepared me for the former.
At more eidetic times, I found the second two years had their impact as well.
I did learn exactly the skills and talents
that I will need to have when I reach my
dream career. I have the background
for alternative dispute resolution and a
foundation for moving forward with my
interests in collaborative law. And this
was entirely due to my education. In the
meantime, I have the luck and ability
to support my focus on building a nonlitigation practice by doing associate
work. And I think I must have learned

I will also say that law
school never brought
home for me the sheer
amount of numbers I
might be crunching.
Numbers? Wasn’t the
joke always, If I were any
good at math, I wouldn’t
be in law school?
some of the skills I needed for writing
legally instead of legalese from school.
Law school taught me plenty, but it also
taught me that using what I’ve learned
may take time and patience.
And — at least, I hope — law school
taught me this invaluable lesson: there
will be days, and maybe even weeks,
where the smoke will never clear. The

forest and the trees will be hidden in
the muck of daily emergencies, angry clients, and middling obligations.
There will be times when the path I
thought I’d made for myself will hardly
seem real any more, and I’ll wonder if
I am building a career or simply being
dragged by the rip tide of a current I
never anticipated. NWL
Adella Wright
is a mediator
and family
attorney, with
a focus on
collaborative
divorce. She is
very fortunate
to practice at The Law Office of
Pamela E. Englett, PLLC, in Bellingham, and to serve as the secretary
of the Whatcom Collaborative Law
Professionals. She can be reached
at adella@englettlaw.com.
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Mistakes Happen

by Ashton K. Dennis

Don’t Make It Worse than It Needs to Be

© iStockphoto.com/porcorex

A

s attorneys, our mistakes have consequences that can dramatically affect not only our
clients but our futures as practitioners. Some mistakes
are dire, which require the advice of counsel and colleagues. But most mistakes are not as consequential
and can be quickly fixed. I have made both types of mistakes, but have
been able to avoid serious problems for myself and my clients.
All of my time as a practitioner has been spent as a trial attorney
focusing on personal injury matters. I work independently, managing
a number of cases from conception through verdict. On one hand, this
provides freedom with associated
experience, and on the other, there
is strict accountability and responsibility for outcomes.
What to do when you make a
mistake as a young lawyer? As we
were indoctrinated for three-plus
years, “it depends.” It depends on
the severity of the mistake and the
potential consequences, both intended and not. The following are
my thoughts on what to do when you
make a mistake that is on the bigger
end of the scale.
There is only one thing to do if
you believe you have made a big
mistake: You need to stop. Put down
the pen, log off the email, and hold
the phone calls. This is much more
difficult than it seems. Do not try and immediately fix the situation.
More often than not, you will compound your problem. I recently
made what a seasoned opposing counsel called a big mistake. My
immediate reaction was to email a response, make a phone call, and
prove my point that I was correct. This would likely have compounded my problem and may have led to not only issues with my case, but
more importantly, my reputation.
After you have stopped and disconnected, ask for help. I like to
think that I am going to be a great lawyer with a long list of accolades
and accomplishments, but honestly, as of now, I am simply a secondyear associate trying to stay above water. When these situations arise,
you need to reach out. There are many places to start. I begin with
fellow practitioners who will refrain from judgment and give candid
advice. This may be someone within the office or a trusted colleague
outside the firm. When asking for advice, do not shade the facts.
Make sure the attorney knows you are seeking advice and secure the
attorney-client privilege. Look to the RPCs with regard to disclosure
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Do not try and
immediately fix the
situation. More often
than not, you will
compound your problem.
of client confidences when appropriate.
Remember, there is also an Ethics Line
(206-727-8284) through the Bar Association that will help point you in the right
direction. If you do not have a mentor, I
would recommend seeking one.
With regard to my big mistake, I
sought advice from a few individuals,
both attorneys and non-attorneys. The
attorney, whom I seek out often, was able
to give candid advice and see the issue
from a number of angles, all of which I
could not. I was stuck on why I was right.
We spoke about strategies and adopted
a plan of action. I had myself so worked
up over the issue that I could not think
straight. I was worried and embarrassed.
The attorney calmed my nerves and saw
through the smoke.
Regularly, I meet with my fatherin-law, who we will refer to as “John,”
on Friday mornings and discuss much
more important things like marriage,
religion, and taking care of his daughter. Our meeting happened to fall on
the morning after my big mistake. He
told me a story about a colleague he
competes with on a regular basis in
sales. The competitor accused John of
undercutting a deal and overstepping
the line. I am sure his gut reaction was
to get on the phone and initiate a war;
however, he took the slightly higher path
and stepped back to analyze the situation. John explained his thought process

School of law
and came to the conclusion it was a misunderstanding and nothing malicious.
Although his reputation was threatened,
he disconnected from the allegation and
worked through the issue.
After talking to colleagues and John, I
was able to work through my big mistake.
I called the opposing attorney and did
what was far from natural: I apologized.
I had a hundred reasons as to why I was
right and she was wrong (all of which
were written out in bullet form). Rattling
off my reasoning would have furthered
the issue and inevitably had me answering to a judge. I am sure my briefing on
the issue would have been well-reasoned,
but nobody wants to end up explaining
their actions if it can be avoided. The
opposing attorney not only accepted my
apology, but thanked me for my candidness. She, too, had gone back and reviewed the material and was able to see it
from my perspective. She gave me advice
for the future and offered to help me work
through any professional issue after we
completed our pending litigation. I added
her to my list of mentors.
My big mistake did not lead to a big
problem because I followed a few simple
steps. One, stop and step away after you
make a mistake or think you may have
made one. Don’t try to fix it and don’t try
to cover it up. Two, as soon as you have
had time to collect your thoughts, seek
the advice of your mentors. Three, remember that an apology can go further
than you think. A sincere apology can often erase both little and big mistakes. NWL
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Good Cents
The RPCs and
Fee Disputes

I

by Mark J. Fucile

© iStockphoto.com/patilankur

n recent years, the Rules of
Professional Conduct have
emerged as a central focus
of many fee disputes. The

RPCs have come to play a key role
in fee disputes because they play an
equally key role in fee agreements. The
Washington State Supreme Court, in
Valley/50th Ave., L.L.C. v. Stewart (159
Wn.2d 736, 743, 153 P.3d 186 (2007)),
summarized this essential point: “Attorney fee agreements that violate the
RPCs are against public policy and unenforceable.” In this column, we’ll look
at the developing role of the RPCs in fee
disputes, the practical consequences to
enforceability of fee agreements that
violate the RPCs, and practical steps to
lower this risk.
Before we do, however, three qualifiers are in order.
First, although our focus will be on
enforceability in the civil context, fee
agreements that violate the RPCs expose lawyers to regulatory discipline as
well. In re Vanderbeek (153 Wn.2d 64,
85, 101 P.3d 88 (2004)) and In re Marshall (160 Wn.2d 317, 335, 157 P.3d 859
(2007)), are examples of lawyers disciplined, in relevant part, for unethical
fee agreements and related collection
efforts under those agreements.
Second, substantive contract law
and fiduciary principles also play essential roles in the enforceability of fee
agreements — particularly if the fee
agreement involved has been modified
unilaterally by the lawyer. Ward v. Richards & Rossano, Inc., P.S. (51 Wn. App.
423, 754 P.2d 120 (1988)) remains a
seminal decision on both points.
Third, fee agreements are subject to
RPC 1.5(a)’s basic standard of reasonableness both when written and at collection. Therefore, even a fee agreement
that complied with the RPCs when writ-
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ten may have become unreasonable at
collection. In Holmes v. Loveless (122
Wn. App. 470, 94 P.3d 338 (2004)), for
example, the Court of Appeals found
that a fee arrangement had become
unreasonable over time and refused to
authorize its continued enforcement.

Emerging Role

The Supreme Court’s broad statement
from Valley/50th Avenue, quoted at
the outset, has been applied to fee
agreements of all stripes. Valley/50th
Avenue, for example, involved a modification of an existing fee agreement
to add security for payment of fees already accrued. In making its point, the
Supreme Court in Valley/50th Avenue
cited hourly fee (Simburg, Ketter, Sheppard & Purdy, LLP v. Olshan, 109 Wn.
App. 436, 988 P.2d 467 (1999), amend-

ed, 33 P.3d 742 (2000)), flat fee (Cotton
v. Kronenberg, 111 Wn. App. 258, 44
P.3d 878 (2002)) and contingent fee
(Belli v. Shaw, 98 Wn.2d 569, 657 P.2d
315 (1983)) cases.
The RPCs’ role as a touchstone for
the enforceability of fee agreements
should not be surprising because it
weaves together three long-standing
threads of Washington contract law.
First, contracts are subject to applicable statutory law. In Dopps v. Alderman (12 Wn.2d 268, 273-74, 121 P.2d
388 (1942)), the Washington State Supreme Court quoted the United States
Supreme Court on this unremarkable
proposition:
“Laws which subsist at the time and
place of the making of a contract,
and where it is to be performed,

Ethics
enter into and form a part of it, as
fully as if they had been expressly
referred to or incorporated in its
terms.” (Citation omitted.)

The Washington State Supreme
Court noted in Tanner Elec. Co-op. v.
Puget Sound Power & Light Co. (128
Wn.2d 656, 674, 911 P.2d 1301 (1996))
that this general principle applies to
the interpretation of contracts as well:
“Contractual language also must be
interpreted in light of existing statutes
and rules of law.”
Second, parties to a contract may
not generally avoid mandatory statutory law by private agreement. The
Washington State Supreme Court put it
this way in Grandview Inland Fruit Co.
v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co. (189 Wn. 590,
605, 66 P.2d 827 (1937)): “The purpose
of statutes . . . would be defeated if their
effect could be avoided by contract.”
Third, it has long been an axiom of
substantive contract law that, as the
Court of Appeals summarized it in
Fluke Corp. v. Hartford Acc. & Indem.
Co. (102 Wn. App. 237, 245, 7 P.3d 825
(2000)): “If a contract violates public
policy, the contract is void and unenforceable.” The Supreme Court wrote in
Brown v. Snohomish County Physicians
Corp. (120 Wn.2d 747, 753-55, 845 P.2d
334 (1993)) that although the term
“public policy” in this context is not
defined precisely, it most certainly includes contracts that violate statutory
law or the equivalent.

Practical Consequences

Fee agreements that violate the RPCs often result in three practical consequences. They are not mutually exclusive.
First, if a fee agreement is held unenforceable, then the lawyer or firm will
(at most) be entitled to quantum meruit
recovery for the reasonable value of the
services provided (see Barr v. Day, 124
Wn.2d 318, 329-30, 879 P.2d 912 (1994)
discussing quantum meruit generally).
The range of discretion accorded the
reviewing court — at least if a conflict
is also involved — includes finding
that the client received no benefit and
the lawyer should collect nothing (see
Cotton v. Kronenberg, 111 Wn. App. at
271–72). If a fee agreement is void, then
any associated attorney lien (at least in
the amount under the fee agreement)
is also unenforceable (see Gustafson v.
City of Seattle, 87 Wn. App. 298, 304,

941 P.2d 701 (1997)).
Second, if some of the fees involved
have already been collected, disgorgement is a potential remedy. In Eriks v.
Denver (118 Wn.2d 451, 462, 824 P.2d
1207 (1992)), the Washington State
Supreme Court observed: “The general
principle that a breach of ethical duties
may result in denial or disgorgement of
fees is well recognized.” The Washington State Supreme Court in Eriks, which
involved serious conflicts on the part of
the lawyer who had collected fees notwithstanding the conflicts, quoted the
United States Supreme Court for the
precept that a disloyal agent is not entitled to fees from the principal:
“Where [an attorney] . . . was serving more than one master or was
subject to conflicting interests, he
should be denied compensation . . . .
“A fiduciary who represents
[multiple parties] . . . may not perfect his claim to compensation by
insisting that, although he had conflicting interests, he served his several masters equally well . . . Only
strict adherence to these equitable
principles can keep the standard of
conduct for fiduciaries “at a level
higher than that trodden by the
crowd.” (Id., citations omitted.)

Moreover, because disgorgement is
simply a remedial device (rather than
an independent claim) in this context,
the Court of Appeals noted recently in
Behnke v. Ahrens (172 Wn. App. 281,
298, 294 P.3d 729 (2012)) that neither
causation nor damages is necessary to
support a disgorgement order.
Third, if the defective fee agreement
involved includes a business transaction with a client, then the resulting
business transaction may also be void.
Valley/50th Avenue, for example, focused on the enforceability of a fee
arrangement modified midstream to
incorporate a security interest for accrued fees. Addressing the particularly
sensitive issue of lawyer-client business transactions generally, the Court
of Appeals commented on the high bar
imposed by RPC 1.8(a) in Corporate
Dissolution of Ocean Shores Park, Inc. v.
Rawson-Sweet (132 Wn. App. 903, 914,
134 P.3d 1188 (2006)): “Placing this
high burden on attorneys and those
family members and associates who directly benefit from a transaction is nec-

essary because of the suspect nature of
attorney/client business transactions.”

Practical Steps to Lower Risk

Given this landscape, three practical
steps to lower risk stand out.
First, clearly document both the
scope and financial terms of a representation with the client in writing at the
beginning. As the Supreme Court put it
in In re Van Camp (171 Wn.2d 781, 805,
257 P.3d 599 (2011)): “Even in those situations where no written fee agreement
is required, in order to avoid confusion
or later dispute, it is always wise to have
one and, if a written fee agreement is
used, it should be written in clear language that the client can understand.”
Second, anticipate likely contingencies and build those into the fee agreement up front. Examples include the
right to adjust hourly rates over time,
an additional advance fee deposit payable at a specific interval before trial, or
an increased contingent percentage if a
case goes up on appeal. If these events
occur later, then they are simply agreed
contingencies that came to pass rather
than attempted modifications imposed
unilaterally by the lawyer on the client.
Third, think long and hard before
you include a business transaction
with a client in a fee agreement. Although such a business transaction is
not prohibited if it complies with RPC
1.8(a), anything that Washington’s appellate courts have labeled “prima facie
fraudulent” (see Corporate Dissolution
of Ocean Shores Park, Inc. v. RawsonSweet, 132 Wn. App. at 910 (compiling
cases)) ought to be warning enough. NWL
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My Story | WSBA Governor Tracy Flood

A

s I complete my threeyear term on the WSBA
Board of Governors, I

asked myself: What could I
say to other members of the Bar to let
them know the importance of the work of
the governors? Giving my perspective
as a third-year governor, I would like
members to understand the environment of the day-to-day work, and the

at the heart of everything I did. As a
young lawyer, I volunteered in my community with the YWCA, Kitsap County
Women Lawyers, the WYLD (WSBA’s
Young Lawyers Division, now the Young
Lawyers Committee) and Kitsap Legal
Services. After becoming president of
the Kitsap County Women Lawyers, I
learned more about the WSBA. When the
Board of Governors came to Silverdale

reading any articles in WSBA’s official magazine from WSBA governors
talking about their experience — what
kind of work the governors did or any
information that would compel me to
want to volunteer. This changed with
the WLI. A big part of the program is
the one-year requirement to volunteer.
I volunteered to be on the Civil Rights
Committee, eventually becoming chair

for a Board meeting under the leadership
of then-President Dave Savage, I attended. I talked with President Savage and
became curious about what exactly the
Board does. I participated in some roundtable discussions, and in 2004, learned
about the newly formed WSBA Leadership Institute (WLI), created under the
leadership of former President Ron Ward.
As a fellow in the inaugural class of the
WLI, I learned “How the Bar Works.”
I didn’t, up to this point, recall

of the Committee and the Section.
Committees, sections, and boards
have staff liaisons and governor liaisons.
As chair, I worked closely with the staff
and attended several Board meetings.
This was my first opportunity to look at
the voluminous amount of materials that
the governors were responsible for.
By my first year on the Board, I served
as co-chair of the annual Washington Association of Minority Bar Associations
Conference (WAMBAC), had been a part

Clockwise from upper left:
WSBA Chief Development
Officer and Director of
Advancement Megan
McNally, Gov. Tracy Flood,
and WSBA Diversity Program
Manager Joy Eckwood
present the WSBA Diversity
Plan to the WSBA Board of
Governors on May 31; Tracy
receives the Loren Miller
Bar Association Social
Justice Award from LMBA
Past President Judge Nicole
Gaines; Tracy speaking
with Chief Justice Barbara
Madsen (r.) and Megan
McNally (l.) at a reception
celebrating the WSBA
Diversity Plan; Tracy looks up
documents at the May 2013
Board of Governors meeting.

work necessary, for the Bar to exist beyond licensing and discipline.
Thirteen years ago, when I was sworn
in by retired Judge Haberly, I never imagined that I would one day be seated at the
table of the WSBA Board of Governors.
As a new attorney, I didn’t even know
what the Board of Governors was until I
was three years into my practice.
Growing up in the city of Chicago and
joining the Navy after high school, family, work, and community were always
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Why are there so few
members at the meetings
where decisions are being made that affect how
we practice and our dayto-day professional lives?
of the planning committee for the Access
to Justice and Bar Leaders Conference,
held two successful dinner fundraisers
as president of the Pierce County Minority Bar Association, served on the YWCA
as secretary, fundraising chair and president-elect, and served as president of the
Kitsap County Women Lawyers for three
years. But even with all that background
and experience, serving on the Board of
Governors did not come easy.
As a first-year governor, you attend
orientation and a retreat before you are
sworn in at the September annual awards
dinner. You are seated at the table at the
meeting and you watch. You see how issues are brought to the Board, and at the
next meeting, you are vetting the issues.
I began to ask myself: Why are there so
few members at the meetings where decisions are being made that affect how we
practice and our day-to-day professional
lives? There are liaisons representing the
judges, the trial lawyers association, and
some sections. Why don’t more members
vote during the elections of governors?
My volunteer experience on a nonprofit board and with the minority bar
associations provided me with a great
deal of board experience. The best
preparation for reading 700–1,000
pages for a meeting? The skills we all
learned in law school and in practice as
attorneys. As a governor, you not only
have myriad materials to read, you have
committee meetings to attend, events to
participate in, and liaison assignments.
In one month, your elected representative attends two to three meetings in addition to the Board meetings. We have a
fiduciary duty to all the members of the
Bar and it is important to prepare for the
meetings — this includes the work prior
to the scheduled Board meetings.
As a third-year governor, I have had
the honor and pleasure of being the chair
of the WSBA’s Diversity Committee, and
oversaw the development of WSBA’s

first diversity and inclusion plan. I have
attended meetings for the Strategic Planning, Budget and Audit, and Awards
committees. I have also been assigned to
be the liaison to the Superior Court Judges Association, Civil Rights Law Section,
and the Family Law Section, providing
the groups with updates from the Board
meetings and bringing updates back to
the Board. The liaison duties allow me,
as a governor, the opportunity to obtain
input on pending issues.
Serving on the Board of Governors is
a lot of work, but I think you’ll find it also
offers a lot in return; that was certainly
the case for me. The skills I’ve acquired
over my years as a governor have been
invaluable: the building of professional
relationships, learning to negotiate and
compromise, and learning how to listen
to what others want and need. What you
get out of it depends on how much energy
you put in, so I encourage you to participate in committees, groups, and sections, as well. You can learn more about
the work of the Board of Governors, and
about your district’s governor, on the
WSBA website at www.wsba.org/bog.
And if you’re interested in serving as a

governor, please feel free to get in touch
with your questions. NWL
Tracy Flood
is a WSBA
governor whose
three-year term
expires in Sept.
2013. She is
committed to
bringing diversity and inclusion to
the Washington legal community. A
graduate of Seattle University
School of Law, she is an active
member of Washington’s legal
community, including leadership
roles with WSBA’s Civil Rights Law
Section, Family Law Section, and
the Kitsap County Washington
Women Lawyers. She enjoys reading, horseback riding, and spending time with her teenage daughter. She is an adjudicator with the
Department of Labor, as well as a
judge pro tem for the Kitsap County
District Court. She can be reached
at fltracylaw@aol.com.
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Karen L. Cobb
WSBA No. 34958

 The most memorable trip I ever took was to Knockpatrick,
Jamaica, with a youth mission team. We worked and stayed
in the mountains at the Caribbean Christian Center for
the Deaf, where we interacted with the kids and assisted
with clean-up in the aftermath of Hurricane Ivan. I personally worked with a crew that constructed a pig pen from the
ground up. It was the most exhausting and fulfilling experience of my life, so far.
 If I took one day off in the middle of the week, I would head

straight to the beach. It’s my happy place.

 My favorite place in the Pacific Northwest is Whistler, B.C.
Whether in the winter for snow sports (or just cognac by a blazing fire) or in the summer for biking and hiking.

 I am happiest when I am traveling to spend time with my
kids; they’ve become amazing adults.

Karen Cobb with her sons, Marine 2nd Lt. Tanner Cobb (left) and
Airman Mack Cobb (right).

 I became a lawyer because I had a blast working as an insurance fraud investigator before law
school. The investigative skills I
learned in that career have translated
well to the law.

 My greatest accomplishment as a

lawyer has been successfully maintaining my personal values and
ethical standards regardless of the
circumstances. With such negative
stereotypes (sometimes warranted)
about lawyers, I strive to present a different face to the profession.
 The most rewarding part of my job is

obtaining a great result for a client
who has been unfairly treated.

 Successful attorneys don’t take
themselves too seriously and strive to
always be the most reasonable person
in the room.
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 I care about tackling the huge and growing problem of sex
trafficking. I have recently been recruited to serve on the board
of a nonprofit called REST, Real Escape from the Sex Trade, dedicated to helping girls get out of “the life” to become healthy, successful, contributing members of their communities.
 Aside from my career, I am most proud of raising two boys who

are honorable, trustworthy, kind, giving, and both serving their
country (in the Marines and the Air
Force).

My name is Karen Cobb. After
nine years at a mid-size Seattle litigation
firm, I set off in 2012 on a new adventure
with a small group of my old colleagues
to launch the new firm of Frey Buck, P.S.
The firm focuses on civil litigation and a
few other select practice areas designed
to fully service our clientele. The firm is
based upon solid, consistent, and efficient
representation of its clients, while also
striving to achieve a true work-life balance
for attorneys, paralegals, and staff. My own
practice includes general litigation, estate
planning, and probate. I love travel, near
and far, spending time with my awesome
kids (including my wonderful daughterin-law), and any kind of outdoor adventure
with friends — most recently skydiving,
snowshoeing, and skiing after a 20-year
hiatus.

 This is on my bucket list: a Jimmy
Buffet concert in a tropical destination!
 I am thankful that I live in a time
when travel is so easily accessible
and I have the time and ability to
travel and experience the world, other people, and cultures.

If I could pick a superpower, it would
absolutely be the ability to fly.



 If I have learned one thing in life, it
is to always be true to yourself. Okay,
two — it’s not always necessary to
have the last word. (It took me a long
time to learn that last lesson, but it
seriously changed my life.)
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In Remembrance

Remembering Sally’s Legacy
by Judy Massong and Nancy Isserlis

S

ally Savage passed away in
Seattle on July 11, 2013, in the
company of her husband, David
Savage, and her family after
a brave struggle with cancer.
The WSBA, Washington State Bar Foundation, attorneys and judiciary across
Washington state and beyond, friends,
and colleagues will greatly miss this vivacious, determined, and worthy advocate.
Sally Savage had a remarkable career
and we are in awe of her many and varied accomplishments. She started her
legal career at the Attorney General’s
office in 1977, having been hired by
then-Attorney General Slade Gorton. In
1978, Sally was assigned to Washington
State University (WSU) as an assistant
attorney general. She quickly impressed
her supervisors with her legal acumen,
integrity, confidence, and grace under
fire; two years later, she was named
senior assistant attorney general and
chief legal counsel to WSU. Sally was a
skilled advocate for WSU, trying cases
that involved higher education issues,
including a groundbreaking gender discrimination claim that she argued in the
Washington State Supreme Court.
For nearly 30 years, Sally’s contributions to WSU were many, varied, and
valuable, working with four university
presidents, serving as vice president
for university relations and vice president for advancement. She loved her
profession, her colleagues, and the law.
After Sally retired from WSU, she
graciously accepted the role of president
of the Washington State Bar Foundation, where we served together as trustees. With her years of experience in
advancement and philanthropy at WSU,
Sally personally and painstakingly engineered the Bar Foundation’s renaissance. Under her skillful leadership and
tireless knack for strategic thinking
and implementation, she guided the Bar
Foundation out of the doldrums and decades of benign neglect.
Under Sally’s leadership and over
the course of a few years, the Bar Foundation has caught fire, is vibrant, and is
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growing in its capacity to raise money
to support the WSBA’s diversity and
justice programs. Sally gave us the underpinnings to ensure the Bar Foundation’s continued growth.
As the Bar Foundation made its historic gift of funds to support diversity
and justice programs at the WSBA on
July 11, 2013, Sally passed away quietly.
We know that she would have been so
immensely proud of this accomplishment but would have shied away from
any recognition of her enormous talents
that led to this moment. Fortunately, her
legacy of philanthropy and efforts on behalf of the Bar Foundation will not go unrecognized. This September, the WSBA
and Bar Foundation will honor Sally’s
legacy with the new Sally P. Savage
Leadership in Philanthropy Award. Her
clarity, expertise and vision helped es-

tablish a path for enduring support of
a strong bar association that provides
statewide leadership on matters of profound importance to the profession and
the citizenry. Sally’s spirit of generosity
and leadership continues to inspire all
of us who recognize the transformative
potential of philanthropy. The Sally P.
Savage Award recognizes donors, volunteers, and friends who embody Sally’s
spirit, determination, and values.
She left us too soon, but her legacy
will live on. NWL
Judy Massong is a WSBA governor
and president of the Washingonton State Bar Foundation. Nancy
Isserlis is a former WSBA governor
and the Foundation treasurer.

In Remembrance
This In Remembrance section
contains brief obituaries of WSBA
members. The list is not complete
and contains only those notices
that the WSBA has learned of
through newspapers, magazine
articles, trade publications, and
correspondence. More recent notices will appear in subsequent
issues of NWLawyer. Please email
notices or personal remembrances
to nwlawyer@wsba.org.

John H. Bright III

John Bright was born in Jackson, Mississippi. The family moved to the Seattle
area where Bright attended middle school
and earned his law degree from the UW
School of Law in 1967. He then joined
the firm of Farris, Bangs & Horowitz. He
also served as counsel to Gov. Daniel J.
Evans and as the chief of the Consumer
Protection and Antitrust Division of the
Washington State Attorney General’s Office. In 1977, he joined the Seattle law firm
of Keller Rohrback, where he became a
partner and remained in private practice
as a civil trial lawyer until his retirement
in 2009. Bright read voraciously and was
an avid skier, music fan, political junkie,
and problem solver.
John H. Bright III died April 8, 2013,
at the age of 69.

his law degree from Gonzaga School
of Law. He was an in-house counsel at
Aetna, practiced privately, and served
as deputy Washington state Insurance
commissioner. He relished road trips
— visiting historic sites, family homesteads, and meeting long-lost relatives.
His hobbies included woodworking,
stereoscopy, and genealogy.
Howard Davis died Jan. 9, 2013.

Caren Sassower Dyson

Born in New York City, Caren Dyson
graduated from Stony Brook University.
She moved from New York to Seattle to
attend law school at the UW. She later
returned to school to obtain a teaching
certificate. When she wasn’t practicing
law, she worked as a substitute teacher.
She had a deep appreciation of nature
and would spend her extra time hiking,
camping, and boating. She was an avid
reader and crossword puzzle solver.
Caren Sassower Dyson died May 8,
2013, at the age of 58.

Clifford L. Floberg

Clifford Floberg worked for King County for 20 years and recently retired
from his position as a business and
finance officer in the Developmental
Disabilities Division. He enjoyed traveling and the opera and volunteered as
a team leader for the American Heart
Association’s annual Heart Walk.
Clifford Floberg died April 9, 2013,
at the age of 59.

Richard D. Ford

Richard Ford spent his youth in Spokane and graduated from John R. Rodgers High School. He attended Washington State University and earned his J.D.
from Georgetown University School of
Law. Among the places he worked were
the U.S. Department of the Treasury,
the Washington Public Ports Association, the Port of Seattle, and Preston,
Thorgrimson, Ellis and Holman (now
K&L Gates). He served on the boards of
many community organizations including Premera, the Casey Family Foundation, Washington State University
Foundation, and the Growth Strategies
Commission. He taught as an adjunct
professor at the UW.
Richard Ford died May 5, 2013, at
the age of 83.

Henry Haugen

Henry Haugen’s father was in the U.S.
Coast Guard and Haugen grew up in
a number of different coastal communities. Following in his father’s footsteps, he attended the Coast Guard
Academy and his first assignment after graduating was on the icebreaker
Northwind. He obtained his law degree
from George Washington University in
1964. He retired from the Coast Guard
in 1975 after 20 years of service. He
then practiced maritime law in Seattle
until his retirement in 2012. He was a
member of the Ballard Rotary, the Norwegian Commercial Club, and served

Arthur C. Claflin

Arthur Claflin was born in Bowling
Green, Ohio. A graduate of Wesleyan
University and Yale Law School, he
joined the law firm of Bogle and Gates
in 1975. He joined the law firm of Hall,
Zanzig, Claflin, McEachern in 2000. A
true intellectual and gifted writer, his
interest in current events, great literature, and history never waned. He loved
doing The New York Times crossword
puzzles, always in ink. An avid runner,
he completed several marathons, including the Boston Marathon.
Arthur Claflin died May 23, 2013, at
the age of 62.

Howard E. Davis

Born in Spokane, Howard Davis graduated from Otis Orchards High School,
joined the Navy, and served on the
U.S.S. Eversole. He earned a B.A. at
Eastern Washington University and

In Memoriam

Irwin C. Landerholm
December 12, 1923 – June 19, 2013
We are truly saddened at the passing
of our friend, partner and mentor.
Irwin’s guidance, kindness and
leadership throughout many years will
be greatly missed.
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In Remembrance
on the board and as president of the
Norse Home.
Henry Haugen died April 25, 2013,
at the age of 79.

Linnea Long

Linnea Long grew up near Los Angeles
and developed a lifelong love of the
beach. After becoming a “recovering
attorney,” she spent many years employed in private practice, as corporate
counsel at Time Oil, and most recently
as content acquisition manager for
Avvo. She earned a second degree in

information sciences at the UW and
had a second career as a special librarian. She loved books and reading and
was the cruise director when her family leased a 39-foot catamaran to cruise
around Puget Sound.
Linnea Long died May 9, 2013, at the
age of 60.

Alan B. Mador

Alan Mador was born in Washington,
D.C. He graduated from Evergreen
State College and earned his law degree from Seattle University School
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Blaire R. Rios

Blaire Rios graduated from Mayfield
High School in Las Cruces, New Mexico. She received a degree in business
management from New Mexico State
University and her law degree from
the University of Idaho College of
Law. She was an attorney for Louisiana Pacific Corporation in Portland,
Oregon, and later lived in Nashville,
Tennessee. She was an active volunteer and employee at her children’s
school, Percy Priest Elementary, and
was active with Gilda’s Club. Rios enjoyed cooking and traveling, was an
avid reader, loved animals, and was
involved in politics.
Blaire Rios died April 1, 2013, at
the age of 51.

Irving D. Smith Jr.
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of Law. Alan worked for the Seattle
Tenants Union and as a King County
public defender. He fought employee
discrimination for the Lee Smart Law
Firm, and helped prevent discrimination as a legal-compliance officer for
Washington Mutual Bank. He was
certified in 2008 as a senior professional in human resources and worked
for the Washington State Department
of Social and Health Services. He met
his wife through a mutual interest in
world travel and ballroom dance.
Alan Mador died April 30, 2013, at
the age of 60.

Irving Davenport Smith Jr. was a lifelong resident of Seattle. He attended
Queen Anne High School, where he
joined the Sea Scouts and discovered a passion for sailing. He worked
for Pecks Oil, then as a journeyman
sheet-metal worker for Todd’s Shipyard Seattle before joining the U.S.
Coast Guard Reserve during WWII,
where he served as a coxswain in the
Pacific theater. Smith received his law
degree from the UW School of Law
and joined Arthur E. Campbell-Husted Company Independent Insurance
Adjusters, where he became partner
and then president. Smith was a life
member of the Honorable Blue Goose
International, the local Veterans of
Foreign Wars Chapter 3063, and the
Disabled American Veterans. He enjoyed fishing, sailing, and camping,
and was an accomplished equestrian.
Irving Smith Jr. died May 25, 2013,
at the age of 93.

James R. Thomas

James Thomas was born and grew up
in Kingsley, Iowa. He attended college in Colorado and received his law
degree from the UW School of Law
while working for the Grey Line Company and the Seattle School District.
Thomas moved to Omak and opened a
law office in Okanogan with his fatherin-law, Judge Joseph Wicks, in 1962.
During his 50 years of practicing law,
Thomas served seven years as a prosecuting attorney and was an Okanogan
County Superior Court judge for more
than a decade. Thomas enjoyed carpentry and remodeled the family home
in his spare time. He enjoyed travel,
playing golf, musical theater, and
classical music. Thomas was a pastpresident of the Okanogan-Omak Rotary Club, a member of the Okanogan
Historical Society, and a past Exalted
Ruler of the Omak Elks Lodge.
James Thomas died March 31, 2013,
at the age of 78.

Dirk L. Vincent

Dirk Vincent was a founding partner of
Fairbank & Vincent in Los Angeles. He
was an adjunct professor at Loyola Law
School and USC Gould School of Law.
Dirk Vincent died Feb. 14, 2013.

Not getting
through to
an insurance
company?

Raymond R. Whitlow

Raymond R. Whitlow was born in Seattle and grew up on a wheat and alfalfa farm between Ephrata and Quincy.
He received a wrestling scholarship to
Washington State University, where
he graduated with a degree in political science. Whitlow received his law
degree from the University of Oregon
School of Law. He served in the Vietnam War with the U.S. Marine Corps,
rising to the rank of Commissioned Lt.
Active Duty. After law school, Whitlow served as a judge advocate. He
received the National Defense Service
Medal, Sea Service Duty Medal, and
Reserve Medal. Whitlow spent several
years as a criminal deputy prosecuting attorney for Benton County, and
was a staff attorney with Washington
Public Power Supply System before
joining the law firm of Hames, Anderson & Whitlow, where he practiced in
the areas of worker’s compensation,
Social Security, veterans’ affairs, and
criminal law.
Raymond Whitlow died March 18,
2013, at the age of 65. NWL
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The Literary Lawyer

Postwar American
Justice
Historian Dr. Tomaz Jardim on the 1946 Military Commission
Trials of the Mauthausen Concentration Camp Defendants

by Robin Lindley

W

hen Nazi war crimes and justice are mentioned,
many recall the International Military Tribunal at
Nuremberg that tried 22 captured military and political lead-

ers of Germany’s Third Reich and led to the execution of 10 of the
defendants. The Nuremberg trials are often seen as reflecting the highest democratic ideals of the American justice system.
However, almost 1,700 less prominent war criminals were tried in a series of
largely overlooked postwar American military commission proceedings. The
atrocities at issue were monstrous, but questionable interrogations, lax rules of
evidence, lack of appellate process, and other vexing issues marred the expedited
proceedings.
Historian Dr. Tomaz Jardim meticulously examines the
most significant of these military tribunals in his groundbreaking book The Mauthausen Trial: American Military
Justice in Germany (Harvard University Press).
As Dr. Jardim recounts, the 1946 Mauthausen trial of
61 accused war criminals lasted 36 days. The prosecution
presented an array of charges of the most horrendous war
crimes, including torture, murder, intentional starving of
prisoners, and other atrocities. Tens of thousands of inmates died at the hands of their captors at the Mauthausen
concentration camp in Austria during the course of World
Author Tomaz Jardim War II. The camp was notorious for brutal treatment of prisoners used as slave laborers.
The trial resulted in the conviction of all of the defendants and the issuance
of 58 death sentences, more than any other trial in American history. On May 27,
1947, 49 of the men convicted of war crimes were hanged at Landsberg Prison
near Munich, the largest mass execution in American history.
Dr. Jardim teaches history at Ryerson University in Toronto, Ontario. He has
also taught at Concordia University and was a post-doctoral fellow at the United
States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C. His research areas include the Third Reich, the Holocaust, and in particular, war crimes trials, and he
now is working on a book on the three trials of Ilse Koch, the notorious wife of the
commandant of Buchenwald concentration camp.
Robin Lindley: What was the Mauthausen trial for war crimes and how did it
compare to the postwar Nuremberg trials?
Dr. Tomaz Jardim: There’s a general misperception about postwar trials.
When you mention them, people immediately think Nuremberg.
As I try to make clear in my book, Nuremberg is the exception to the rule. The
Allies coordinated together and put on trial the 22 highest-ranking surviving
members of the Nazi state for crimes against humanity, crimes against peace, and
war crimes. As such, these trials were a category unto themselves.
The trials at Nuremberg were a tiny minority of the Nazi war crime trials conducted at war’s end. The vast majority [of accused perpetrators] were tried instead
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before American military commission courts set up on the grounds
of Dachau concentration camp after the war. The Mauthausen trial
is simply one of the largest of these
trials, but there were close to 500
trials that took place at Dachau
involving almost 1,700 war crime
defendants.
The Mauthausen trial is really a
part of a trial system that operated
according to an entirely different
body of law with a different logic to
it and a different outcome.
The Mauthausen trial was one
of the largest trials that set out to
prosecute 61 suspects from this
Austrian concentration camp. Like
all the trials at Dachau, it was a
rapid trial. The time given to each
perpetrator averaged to about four
hours of court time. The trial lasted
a total of 36 days of court time. All
61 were found guilty, which was
standard at Dachau. Fifty-eight of
them were sentenced to death.
The prosecutors at Dachau did
not look to Nuremberg for trial
precedent, but they looked back to
the military canon of cases as far
back as the Civil War to see how
the military dealt with abuses of
civilians and POWs in the past.
Robin Lindley: Can you talk
about what happened at Mauthausen? You go to great lengths to distinguish between a concentration
camp and a death camp.
Dr. Tomaz Jardim: Mauthausen is an interesting camp. Historians of the Holocaust tend to
divide camps into two categories.
They look at the death camps such
as Treblinka, Sobibor, Belzec, to a
degree Auschwitz, and Majdanek
— places established expressly for
the murder of Jews of Europe and
other populations, such as gypsies.
They differ from the concentration camps where many died, but
their purpose was not mass killing.
Their purpose was to concentrate
prisoners of war, political opponents of the regime, religious and
racial minorities that were enemies
of the Reich.
Mauthausen doesn’t neatly fit
into either category. Mauthausen
was set up in Austria in 1938 immediately after the Nazis co-joined
Austria onto the German Reich.

Photos top to bottom: Camp survivors assisting war crimes
investigators at Mauthausen by counting the dead, May 1945
(U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum (USHMM)). Survivors show
the crematoria to American personnel inspecting Mauthausen,
May 1945 (USHMM). Defense counsel Lieutenant McMahon
asks Vinzenz Nohel, the civilian “fireman” who had stoked the
crematory ovens at Hartheim Castle, to identify his signed confession for the court (National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), U.S. Army Signal Corps (USASC)).

It was established to deal with political opponents in Austria. Jews
were also sent there, but in small
numbers initially. The largest initial population there after political
prisoners was Soviet POWs, once
the war began.
Mauthausen is considered by
most to be a concentration camp
because huge populations of prisoners were brought there. About
200,000 people were brought there
to work as slave laborers in stone
quarries, which were established
around Mauthausen.
Unlike some of the other concentration camps, however, the
death rate is particularly high —
about half of the 200,000 who
wound up at Mauthausen died.
And there was a gas chamber
at Mauthausen, which was used
relatively frequently, so there was
actually the mechanism for mass
killing at Mauthausen.
Robin Lindley: Can you talk
about the prosecution’s investigation of Mauthausen and how the 61
defendants were selected for trial?
Dr. Tomaz Jardim: The U.S.
military was quite unprepared for
the degree of atrocity it discovered
when they uncovered concentration camps. They famously arrived
at the subcamp of Buchenwald, the
first camp they liberated, and they
were absolutely shocked by what
they discovered there. As a result,
they put together war crimes investigations to catalog the crimes that
they discovered in concentration
camps as they were liberated and
also prepared dossiers for trial.
Only a handful of war crimes investigators wound up on the scene.
They had no training whatsoever
and, according to one investigator,
many of them were simply shellshocked tank officers who were
sent there because it was thought
of as light duty. They were there to
interview people on the scene to
understand what happened there,
to gather documentary evidence, to
identify the perpetrators. They had
no trained translators, no trained
clerks. They were forced to rely on
liberated prisoners to complete
their investigation. Remarkably,
prisoners were hired on to translate
and sometimes conduct interrogaSEP 2013
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tions, and to act as clerks, to gather documentary evidence. They wrote histories
of the camp. They also helped compile
lists of the SS for arrest. Using these lists,
the POW camps were scoured for prisoners who could be identified as part of the
Mauthausen staff; they were selected out
of the POWs and all brought to Dachau.
Robin Lindley: How did they choose
the final 61 defendants?
Dr. Tomaz Jardim: The problem was
that the army was short-staffed during
the investigation stage and they depended on survivors. They literally wound up

with 15,000 war crime suspects [from all
camps] in their custody. How long would
it take to try 15,000 people?
They realized they needed to come
up with a very efficient strategy for trying these people. They couldn’t try 200
war crimes suspects from Mauthausen
for individual acts of murder and atrocity.
It would take them forever. Rather, they
put the camp itself on trial. They hoped
to have the military judges declare Mauthausen a criminal institution, and to declare everybody who was there and who
contributed to the upkeep of the system
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guilty, no matter their role.
They first had to show in court that
Mauthausen was a criminal enterprise.
They selected defendants who represented every aspect of the functioning of the
camp, and ended up with the specific 61
who were selected for trial.
They painted a broad picture of complicity and asked the court to declare
Mauthausen a criminal enterprise and
then to declare all of these people guilty
because they helped maintain this criminal enterprise. They asked the court to
take “judicial notice” of the criminality
of Mauthausen, so in future proceedings
they wouldn’t need to prove that again.
Then all of the remaining suspects in
custody could be whisked through these
rapid proceedings. They basically just
judged whether the subsequent defendants were there or not, [and] whether
they could be connected to this criminal
enterprise and handed a sentence. These
trials often lasted only a matter of hours.
Robin Lindley: Didn’t criticism of
the proceedings arise because the “common design” theory worked to the detriment of individual defenses?
Dr. Tomaz Jardim: Absolutely. The
defense correctly raises alarms about
this because you’re basically saying that
if they were there, they were guilty. If you
were at Mauthausen, whether you were
the cook or the hangman, you were seen
as contributing to the criminality of this
camp in your own little way and therefore
you were guilty. The chief prosecutor,
William Denson, even said to the court,
“I’m going to present evidence of atrocity, but I don’t need to show that anybody
in the dock committed any specific act
of atrocity. All I need to show is that they
were present at Mauthausen and that
they helped keep up the system.” The
defense responded, “What can we say
to get our defendants off the hook if the
prosecution says they don’t need to show
that any of the defendants participated in
any specific act of atrocity?”
The prosecution was criticized and
there was justification to the defense
claim that it was hard to give the defendants a full and fair trial according to the
charges.
The other major criticism of the trial
that combined with the charges to make
the proceedings unfair were the rules of
evidence, particularly the admission of
hearsay evidence.
Robin Lindley: The testimony of
the American Mauthausen survivor, Lt.

The Literary Lawyer
Cmdr. Jack Taylor, was very powerful.
He described the horrid forms of killing
at Mauthausen from hanging, gassing,
and shooting prisoners to beatings with
shovels or axes or hammers, injections
with benzene and magnesium chloride,
drowning, starving, and mashing in a
concrete mixer. The prosecution viewed
Taylor’s testimony, which was often hearsay, as critical to their case.
Dr. Tomaz Jardim: Absolutely. The
prosecutors found themselves in a real
bind. It’s important to remember that in
preparing for these trials and conducting
investigations, these trials were totally
unprecedented. Denson, the chief prosecutor, was not on the ground at Mauthausen. He was a Harvard Law graduate and
came over to Germany to conduct these
trials. He hadn’t been at the scene of these
crimes. He was presented with a report of
the atrocities and he was completely overwhelmed. And he knew these trials had
to be rapid, and he worried that when he
introduced his case, that the judges who
hadn’t been at the scene of these crimes
would not be able to grasp how horrific
these crimes were and might even doubt
the testimony of victim witnesses.
This is where Jack Taylor comes in.
Denson locates this American military
prisoner who had only arrived in the last
month of the camp’s existence. He actually laid tile around the gas chamber and
he witnessed firsthand the machinery of
destruction at Mauthausen in full swing
and made mental note of everything that
happened there. And Denson felt this
was his essential card at the opening of
the trial. He worried that if the judges
heard the testimony of German or Austrian or Polish witnesses, they might be
hesitant to believe their stories of atrocity, but Denson thought that “if I can get
an American soldier in uniform to take
the stand, speaking in plain English, who
would have no reason to exaggerate the
things he had seen, and to describe the
level of atrocity at Mauthausen, then the
judges will be convinced of everything
that happened there.” I think that’s very
much the effect that Taylor’s testimony
had on them.
Robin Lindley: The panel of judges
deliberated only a short time before issuing its decision and the sentences.
Dr. Tomaz Jardim: The judges recessed for about an hour to consider the
fate of all 61 defendants before they came
back with a verdict of guilty for all 61
defendants, which was a fairly standard

outcome for all of the concentration camp
trials at Dachau. Fifty-eight of the 61 defendants were sentenced to hang; three of
them were given life sentences.
It’s curious trying to sort out why some
were initially spared the noose while others weren’t. The three who were initially
spared were guards who worked on the
towers outside the camp. They had shot
prisoners allegedly trying to escape,
which was often a code for execution,
but they couldn’t necessarily prove that.
Nonetheless, they still participated in the
common design by assuring the prisoners

stayed there and died there. So a few of the
guards got life sentences.
Ultimately, what resulted from the trial
was that 49 of the 61 original defendants
were executed in what was the largest
mass execution in American history. The
others benefited from weakening of Allied resolve with regard to seeing through
the prison sentences because of Cold War
pressures. The surviving Mauthausen
convicts ended up serving only two or
three years — all getting out by 1952.
Robin Lindley: This story has a lot of
resonance now with the U.S. military com-
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Left: Chief Mauthausen physician Dr. Eduard Kerbsbach awaiting execution on the gallows at
Landsberg Prison, May 1947 (NARA, USASC). Right: The 61 Mauthausen trial defendants stand
in the dock behind the defense team (USASC).

missions in Guantanamo and elsewhere.
Dr. Tomaz Jardim: I’m not a lawyer, but I think the Mauthausen trial is
important because it sheds light on the
military commission trial system, which
is the system in place at Guantanamo
Bay. The criticism is often couched in
terms of contrasting the Guantanamo
hearings to Nuremberg. These critics
say that, after World War II, the United
States rose to the occasion with Nuremberg and illustrated that even perpetrators responsible for the most horrific
crimes would have received the benefits
of a full and fair trial and that was the
legacy of American justice in the wake
of World War II, and therefore Guantanamo is a gross deviation from an otherwise noble course.
If you understand the Mauthausen
trial and the Dachau trial system, you
realize that’s not true at all. In fact, Guantanamo Bay is very much in keeping with
how the United States has dealt with the
vast majority of war criminals in the past.
The Dachau trials were the common
response of the United States to Nazi
atrocities after World War II, and the
Nuremberg trials were very much an exception to the rule.
The legacy of the Mauthausen trial is
mixed. After the war, there were a number of major concentration camp trials
for Treblinka, Auschwitz, Majdanek, and
others. The verdicts in these cases are
often disappointing. People who were
clearly complicit in the murder of millions of people got off with 10- or 15-year
sentences, and thousands more were left
unprosecuted.
The trials at Dachau went a long way
in assuring that ordinary low-ranking
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concentration camp personnel were prosecuted and punished. As an exercise in
expeditious punishment and judgment,
the trials were successful. Another victory of these trials was the voice they gave
to survivors, even though this wasn’t an
intended outcome.
However, the protests of the defense
concerning the fairness of these trials
cannot be ignored. From a legal perspective and judging by standard criteria for
what constitutes a fair trial, you cannot
conclude that these [defendants] received
a fair trial as we understand the term.
There was no appellate procedure. The
prosecution often relied on hearsay evidence. There were confessions extracted
under seemingly dubious circumstances.
The judges clearly didn’t seem to deliberate very long on each of these cases. And
the list goes on.
These postwar trials were not established only to mete out punishment, but
also to have a pedagogical and instructive impact. The idea was that people
would understand — especially the German public — the real depravity and violence of Nazism, the dangers of ideological fanaticism, and through the fair trial
of those responsible for those crimes, the
German public would also understand
the benefits of liberal democracy and a
free judiciary.
But news of the conduct of the
Dachau trial, such as allegations of
abuse of detainees during interrogation,
made it out to the press. As a result, the
defendants were seen as victims of an
unjust trial system, and it backfired on
the American attempt to use these trials
as a pedagogical tool.
We see parallels with the American

administration of justice at Guantanamo
Bay and Abu Ghraib. This is not only
about punishing people responsible for
atrocities; it’s also about trying to reach
out to the milieu from which they came.
Clearly, abuses undercut that mission
and have the potential to turn otherwise
moderate people against this process.
Robin Lindley: What sparked your
interest in the Mauthausen trial? Did it
grow out of your previous research?
Dr. Tomaz Jardim: I don’t come
at this from the legal angle, but as a
historian of Nazi Germany and the Holocaust. Trials, by virtue of the fact that
the prosecution is required to prove the
guilt of the accused, therefore generate
huge amounts of documentary evidence.
Nobody had looked at the Mauthausen
trial before. I didn’t know much about the
Dachau trials, and I found that remarkable. I thought, why is it that Nuremberg
continues to be this paradigm through
which everybody understands postwar
justice when we have this other trial system where the vast majority of concentration camp perpetrators and Holocaust
crimes were addressed?
It was a triple interest for me: an interest in Mauthausen and the history of the
concentration camps and the Holocaust;
an interest in perpetrator motivation; and
an interest more broadly in this trial system that seemed relatively neglected by
researchers. I thought the trials would be
an interesting way of getting at the history of Mauthausen and the history of the
postwar trial program.
Robin Lindley: Congratulations and
thank you for your insights on this littleknown history. NWL
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You are invited to attend

The 2013
WSBA Annual
Awards Dinner

Please join us on Thursday, Sept. 26, 2013, at the
Grand Hyatt in Seattle for an evening of inspiration as
we celebrate the accomplishments of the 2013 WSBA
award recipients. All members of the legal community
and guests are invited to attend.
Reception: 5:30 p.m. (no-host bar) • Dinner/Program: 6:30
p.m. • Grand Hyatt • 721 Pine St., Seattle
To download the registration form as a PDF and submit via email, go to www.wsba.org/awards.
Name ______________________________________________ WSBA No. ___________________________________
Address_ ______________________________________________________________________________________
Phone _ _______________________________________________ Email ___________________________________
Affiliation/Organization _ _________________________________________________________________________
Registration is $95 per person (table of 10 = $950). To make your reservation, please return this form (or a photocopy) with your
credit-card information or check payable to WSBA. Space is limited, so please make your reservations early. Reservations and
payment must be received no later than Sept. 13, 2013 (refunds cannot be made after Sept. 14). Seating will be assigned.
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Visa No. __________________________ Exp. date____________

Name as it appears on card _______________________________________________
Signature _____________________________________________________________
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Send to:
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1325 Fourth Ave., Ste. 600
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If you need special accommodations, please check here and
explain below.
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Here
are the

Champions!

We salute these Champions of Justice King County law
firms, who represent the standard of excellence in the
2011–2012 Campaign for Equal Justice. Their generous
charitable support helped us raise more than $525,000
in vital operating support for more than 20 civil legal aid
programs in King County and across the state.

Guardians of Justice

Through their support of the Campaign for Equal Justice,
these civically engaged law firms are strengthening our
communities by helping stabilize housing, income and
benefits for thousands of families dealing with urgent
civil legal crises.

Champions of Justice

BACK ROW (L TO R): Andy Sachs, Wrenn Law Group; William Cronin, Corr Cronin Michelson

Baumgardner & Preece; Spencer Hall, Hall Zanzig Claflin McEachern; Bob Blackstone, Davis
Wright Tremaine LLP; Sheila O’Sullivan, Leen & O’Sullivan; David Leen, Leen & O’Sullivan;
Lance Behncke, Bracewell Guiliani; Sandy Widlan, Schroeter Goldmark & Bender; Hon.
James Verellen, Judicial Dispute Resolution Center; Dan Gottlieb, Gottlieb Fisher; David
Lawyer, Inslee Best, Doezie & Ryder; James Rogers, Law Offices of James S. Rogers.
MIDDLE ROW (L TO R): Mary Foster, Mary Foster PLLC; Bruce Larson, Karr Tuttle Campbell;
Chris Wells, Lane Powell; Benson Wong, Keller Rohrback; Raegen Rasnic, Skellenger Bender;
Kelly Twiss Noonan, Stokes Lawrence; Nancy Williams, Perkins Coie; Mary Jo Newhouse,
Schwabe Williamson & Wyatt; W. Ward Morrison, Jr., Riddell Williams; Thomas Hayton,
Cutler Nylander & Hayton; Geoff Revelle, Stoel Rives; Molly Henry, Keesal Young & Logan;
Marcella Fleming Reed, MFR Law Group; Robert Mitchell, K&L Gates.
FRONT ROW (L TO R): Sharon Cates, Lighthouse Law Group; Joanna Plichta Boisen, Foster
Pepper; Jay Derr, VanNess Feldman GordonDerr; Jason Dennett, Carlson & Dennett; James
Austin, President, KCBF; Mark Johnson, Johnson Flora; Ken Schubert, Jr., Garvey Schubert
Barer; Gordon Wilcox, Gordon W. Wilcox, Inc.; Charles E. “Ted” Watts, Oseran, Hahn, Spring,
Straight, & Watts; Robert Gould, Law Offices of Robert Gould; Ann Rosato, Peterson
Young Putra.

Firms whose annual contribution to the Campaign totals $45,000 or more

Firms whose annual contribution to the Campaign meets or exceeds
the giving standard of $250 per attorney
Aoki Law PLLC • Bergman, Draper Ladenburg • Black & Yund • Bracewell & Giuliani LLP •
Bush Strout & Kornfeld LLP • Carlson & Dennett, PS • Chemnick, Moen Greenstreet •
Chihak & Gustad • Corr Cronin Michelson Baumgardner & Preece LLP • Cutler Nylander
& Hayton • Davidson, Czeisler, Kilpatric, P.S. • Fain Anderson VanDerhoef, PLLC •
Foster Pepper, PLLC • Friedman | Rubin • Garvey Schubert Barer • Gordon W. Wilcox, Inc., PS
• Gottlieb Fisher PLLC • Hall Zanzig Claflin McEachern • Inslee, Best, Doezie & Ryder, PS •
Johnson|Flora PLLC • Judicial Dispute Resolution • K & L Gates LLP • Karr Tuttle Campbell
Keesal, Young & Logan • Keller Rohrback LLP • Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP •
Kipling Law Group • Krutch, Lindell, Bingham, Jones, PS • Lane Powell PC • Law Offices of
James S. Rogers • Law Offices of Robert Gould • Leen & O’Sullivan, PLLC • LePley Law Firm •
Lighthouse Law Group PLLC • Marler Clark, LLP, PS • Mary Foster PLLC • MFR Law Group
PLLC • Opus Law Group PLLC • Oseran, Hahn, Spring, Straight & Watts PS • Perkins Coie •
Peterson, Wampold Rosato Luna Knopp • Ressler & Tesh, PLLC • Riddell Williams PS •
Schroeter, Goldmark & Bender • Schwabe Williamson & Wyatt, PC • Sebris Busto James •
Skellenger Bender, PS • Speckman Law Group PLLC • Stoel Rives LLP • Stokes Lawrence, PS •
Van Ness Feldman GordonDerr • Wrenn Law Group, PLLC

The King County Law Firm Campaign for Equal Justice is a joint endeavor of Legal Aid for Washington Fund (LAW Fund) and the King County Bar Foundation (KCBF) | www.c4ej.org
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Disciplinary Notices

These notices of imposition of disciplinary sanctions and actions are published pur-

suant to Rule 3.5(d) of the Washington State Supreme Court Rules for Enforcement
of Lawyer Conduct. Links to relevant documents can be found by viewing the online
version of NWLawyer at http://nwlawyer.wsba.org or by looking up the respondent in
the lawyer directory on the WSBA website (www.wsba.org), and then scrolling down
to “Discipline History.” As some WSBA members share the same or similar names,
please read all disciplinary notices carefully for names, cities, and bar numbers.

Disbarred
David Robert Kennedy (WSBA No.
30727, admitted 2000), of Everett, was
disbarred, effective 6/5/2013, by order
of the Washington State Supreme Court.
The lawyer’s conduct violated the following Rules of Professional Conduct: 1.1
(Competence), 1.3 (Diligence), 1.4 (Communication). Sachia Stonefeld Powell represented the Bar Association. David Robert Kennedy represented himself. Nadine
Darlene Scott was the hearing officer. The
online version of NWLawyer contains
links to the following documents: Hearing Officer’s Decision; Disciplinary Board
Recommendation; and Washington State
Supreme Court Order. David Robert Kennedy is to be distinguished from David
Michael Kennedy, of Redmond, and David
Thomas Kennedy, of Bellingham.

Disbarred
Fredric Sanai (WSBA No. 32347, admitted 2002), of McMinnville, OR, was
disbarred, effective 6/6/2013, by order
of the Washington State Supreme Court.
The lawyer’s conduct violated the following Rules of Professional Conduct: 3.1
(Meritorious Claims and Contentions),
3.2 (Expediting Litigation), 3.4 (Fairness
to Opposing Party and Counsel), 4.4
(Respect for Rights of Third Person), 8.4
(Misconduct). Linda B. Eide and Scott G.
Busby represented the Bar Association.
Cyrus Sanai represented Respondent.
Craig Charles Beles was the hearing officer. The online version of NWLawyer
contains links to the following documents: Hearing Officer’s Decision; Disciplinary Board Recommendation; and
Washington State Supreme Court Order.

Suspended
Alexander William Gambrel (WSBA
No. 24018, admitted 1994), of Belgrade,
MT, was suspended for six months, effective 6/6/2013, by order of the Washington State Supreme Court. The lawyer’s
conduct violated the following Rules of

Professional Conduct: 1.3 (Diligence), 1.4
(Communication), 1.16 (Declining or Terminating Representation), 3.2 (Expediting Litigation), 8.4 (Misconduct). Debra
J. Slater represented the Bar Association.
Alexander William Gambrel represented
himself. Anthony Angelo Russo was the
hearing officer. The online version of
NWLawyer contains links to the following documents: Hearing Officer’s Decision; Disciplinary Board Recommendation; and Washington State Supreme
Court Order.

Reprimanded
Sergio Armijo (WSBA No. 8663, admitted 1978), of Tacoma, was reprimanded,
effective 5/20/2013, by order of the hearing officer. The lawyer’s conduct violated
the following Rules of Professional Conduct: 1.3 (Diligence), 1.15A (Safeguarding
Property), 1.15B (Required Trust Account
Records), 1.16 (Declining or Terminating
Representation), 8.4 (Misconduct). Erica
Temple represented the Bar Association.
Anne I. Seidel represented Respondent.
Nadine Darlene Scott was the hearing
officer. The online version of NWLawyer
contains links to the following documents: Stipulation to Two Reprimands;
Order on Stipulation to Two Reprimands;
Reprimand (1); and Reprimand (2).

Reprimanded
Charles William Rehm (WSBA No.
10708, admitted 1980), of Seattle, was reprimanded, effective 5/17/2013, by order of
the hearing officer. The lawyer’s conduct
violated the following Rules of Professional Conduct: 1.3 (Diligence), 1.4 (Communication), 1.15A (Safeguarding Property) and 1.16 (Declining or Terminating
Representation). Francesca D’Angelo
represented the Bar Association. Brian
Keith Fresonke represented Respondent.
Edward F. Shea Jr. was the hearing officer.
The online version of NWLawyer contains
links to the following documents: Stipulation to Reprimand; Order on Stipulation to
Reprimand; and Reprimand.

Admonished
Janis Marie Dyer (WSBA No. 20355,
admitted 1990), of Seattle, was ordered
to receive an admonition, effective
3/15/2013, by a Review Committee of the
Disciplinary Board. The lawyer’s conduct
violated the following Rule of Professional Conduct: 8.4 (Misconduct). Erica Temple represented the Bar Association. Janis Marie Dyer represented herself. The
online version of NWLawyer contains
links to the following documents: Review
Committee Order and Admonition.

Interim Suspensions
Kathleen Greene Kilcullen (WSBA No.
16490, admitted 1986), of Ephrata, is
suspended from the practice of law in
the state of Washington pending the outcome of supplemental proceedings, effective 7/01/2013, by order of the Washington State Supreme Court. This is not a
disciplinary sanction.
Donald Frederick Mansfield (WSBA
No. 6553, admitted 1976), of University
Place, is suspended from the practice of
law in the state of Washington pending
the outcome of disciplinary proceedings, effective 7/01/2013, by order of the
Washington State Supreme Court. This is
not a disciplinary sanction.
James Andrew Province (WSBA No.
22146, admitted 1992), of Poulsbo, is
suspended from the practice of law in
the state of Washington pending the outcome of supplemental proceedings, effective 7/01/2013, by order of the Washington State Supreme Court. This is not a
disciplinary sanction.
Douglas Allen Saar (WSBA No. 28221,
admitted 1998), of Oak Harbor, is suspended from the practice of law in the
state of Washington pending the outcome of disciplinary proceedings, effective 7/23/2013, by order of the Washington State Supreme Court. This is not a
disciplinary sanction.
Ryan D. Whitaker (WSBA No. 21688, admitted 1992), of Vancouver, is suspended
from the practice of law in the state
of Washington pending the outcome
of disciplinary proceedings, effective
7/23/2013, by order of the Washington
State Supreme Court. This is not a disciplinary sanction.
SEP 2013
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Need to Know
Family Law Courses for LLLTs
Now Available at UW

The WSBA is accepting enrollment
forms and limited time waiver
applications for the Limited License
Legal Technician (LLLT) program
family law courses that will start this
fall at the University of Washington
School of Law. An LLLT license will
authorize non-attorneys who meet
certain educational and experience
requirements to advise and assist
clients in approved practice areas of
law, with family law being the first
practice area that will be licensed.
Enrollment is open until Sept. 18.
For more information, contact Thea
Jennings, LLLT Program lead, at theaj@
wsba.org or visit www.wsba.org/LLLT.

2014 Licensing and MCLE
Information

Renew your license online. Online
licensing is a convenient and easy way
to complete your license renewal, including license fee payments, MCLE
certification, and section membership.
Log in now at mywsba.org to verify
and update your contact information
to be sure you receive your renewal
packet and important reminders. The
license renewal packet will be mailed
in mid-October and online licensing
will be available at that time. Renewal
and payment must be completed by
Feb. 3, 2014.
Payment plan option available. If
you are experiencing financial challenges, you may contact us about
our payment plan option available
for all active and inactive members.
Payment plans are for three months
beginning Dec. 1 and all fees must
still be paid in full by Feb. 3, 2014.
A one-time hardship exemption is
available for active attorney members
who qualify. Visit www.wsba.org/
licensing to learn more.
Join or renew your section membership. As the section membership
year is Oct. 1, 2013, through Sept.
30, 2014, we encourage you to join or
renew section memberships in October to receive the full benefit of the
membership.
Certify MCLE compliance. If you
are due to report CLE credits and certify MCLE compliance for 2011–2013
(Group 1), you will also receive your
Mandatory Continuing Legal Education Certification (C2) form in the li-
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cense renewal packet. All credits must
be completed by Dec. 31, 2013, and certification (C2 form) must be completed
online or be postmarked or delivered to
the WSBA by Feb. 3, 2014. Visit wsba.
org/MCLE to learn more.

Judicial Member Licensing

Judicial members are required to complete annual license renewal forms and
pay a $50 license fee if they wish to
maintain eligibility to transfer to
another membership class when
their judicial service ends. Judicial members are
required to inform
the WSBA within 10 days when they retire or when their employment situation
has otherwise changed so as to cause
them to be ineligible for judicial membership, and must apply to change to
another membership class or to resign.
The judicial member license renewal
form will be mailed in mid-October
and online licensing will be available at
that time. Please update your member
contact information online at www.
mywsba.org to ensure that you will receive the 2014 licensing form.

Facing an Ethical Dilemma?

Members facing ethical dilemmas can
talk with WSBA professional responsibility counsel for informal guidance
on analyzing a
situation involving their own prospective ethical
conduct under the
RPCs. All calls are
confidential. Any
advice given is intended for the education of the inquirer
and does not represent an official position of the WSBA. Every effort is made
to return calls within two business days.
Call the Ethics Line at 206-727-8284 or
800-945-9722, ext. 8284.

Just Starting a Practice?

Think “outside the box” and consider
purchasing “Law Office in a Box®.” For
$119, you receive an hour of consultation time plus everything you see here:
http://tinyurl.com/3rn75hj. Questions?
Contact Peter Roberts at peter@wsba.
org, 206-727-8237, or 800-945-9722,
ext. 8237.

LOMAP Lending Library

The WSBA Law Office Management
Assistance Program (LOMAP) Lending Library is a service to WSBA members. We offer the
short-term loan of
books on the business management
aspects of your
law office. How
does it work? You
can view available titles at www.wsba.org/resourcesand-services/lomap/lending-library.
Books may be borrowed by any WSBA
member for up to two weeks. LOMAP
requires your WSBA ID and a valid
Visa or MasterCard number to guarantee the book’s return to the program.
If you live outside of the Seattle area,
books can be mailed to you; you will
be responsible for return postage.
For walk-in members, we recommend
calling first to check availability of
requested titles. To arrange for a book
loan or to check availability, contact
Peter Roberts at peter@wsba.org.

Search WSBA Advisory
Opinions Online

WSBA advisory opinions are available online at www.wsba.org/advisory
opinions. You can search opinions by
number, year issued, ethical rule, subject matter, or keyword. Advisory opinions are issued by the WSBA to assist
members in interpreting their ethical
obligations in specific circumstances.
The opinions are the result of study
and analysis in response to requests
from WSBA members. For assistance,
call the Ethics Line at 206-727-8284 or
800-945-9722, ext. 8284.

Seeking Peer Advisors

Would you like to provide support to
another lawyer in your community on
topics such as mental health, alcoholism and addiction, or guidance in one’s
practice? Lawyers are often uniquely
able to be resources to one another in
these areas. The WSBA Lawyer Assistance Program (LAP) is launching a
new initiative to reconstitute its peer
advisor network. The goal is to build a
robust network throughout the state.
Skills trainings are being developed
and planned. To participate or learn
more, see http://bit.ly/104fpwN, contact lap@wsba.org, or 206-727-8268
or 800-945-9722, ext. 8268.

Need to Know

Weekly and Bi-monthly Job
Search Groups

On Sept. 11 from 12 to 1:30 p.m., WSBA
LAP proudly welcomes back Paul Anderson, of ProLango Consulting, to the
Bi-Monthly
Job
Seeker group. Anderson is the founder of ProLango
Consulting and is
a nationally recognized speaker on
career transformation. He has written a running column in
the Seattle Times, has a show on KOMO
News, and has been featured in the Wall
Street Journal and USA Today. Anderson
will be sharing his advice and expertise
on putting technology such as LinkedIn
to best strategic use in your job search.
Don’t miss this opportunity to hear from
an expert in the field of career management! To register, leave a message at
206-727-8268 or email lap@wsba.org.
The meeting will take place at the WSBA
Conference Center and will be webcast.
The Weekly Job Search group provides
strategy and support to unemployed attorneys. The group runs for eight weeks
and is limited to eight attorneys. We provide the comprehensive WSBA job search
guide “Getting There: Your Guide to Career Success,” which can also be found online at www.tinyurl.com/7xheb8b. If you
would like to participate or to schedule a
career consultation, contact Dan Crystal
at danc@wsba.org, 206-727-8267, or 800945-9722, ext. 8267.

Individual Consultation

The WSBA Lawyers Assistance Program provides individual consultation
services for those struggling with depression, work stress, addiction, and
life transition, among other topics. The
initial consultation appointment costs
$20, and any additional sessions are on
a sliding scale based on your financial
situation. Consultations are an opportunity for assessment of the problems
you may be facing, identifying useful
tools you may utilize to address these
issues, and referral resources to find the
right resources for you. Our licensed
counselors can offer up to six consultation sessions. We also provide consultations with job seekers and can offer
informational and referral resources
on a range of topics. Contact 206-7278268, 800-945-9722, ext. 8268, lap@
wsba.org, or go to www.wsba.org/lap.

Learn More about CaseManagement Software

The WSBA Law Office Management Assistance Program (LOMAP) maintains
a computer for members to review software tools designed to maximize office
efficiency. LOMAP staff is available to
provide materials, answer questions,
and make recommendations. To make

Administrative Law
Alternative Dispute
Resolution
Animal Law
Antitrust, Consumer
Protection and Unfair
Business Practices

an appointment, contact Peter Roberts
at peter@wsba.org.

Solo/Small Firm Support
Group

The WSBA Lawyers Assistance Program is now offering a new group
service, the Solo/Small Firm Support
Group. This is a weekly drop-in group

Join a WSBA
Section Today!
Connect with others in your
area of the law.

Business Law
Civil Rights Law
Construction Law
Corporate Counsel
Creditor Debtor Rights
Criminal Law
Elder Law
Environmental and
Land Use Law
Family Law
Health Law
Indian Law
Intellectual Property
International Practice
Juvenile Law
Labor and Employment
Law
Legal Assistance to
Military Personnel
Litigation
Real Property, Probate
and Trust
Senior Lawyers
Sexual Orientation and
Gender Identification
Legal Issues
Solo and Small
Practice
Taxation
World Peace Through
Law

Why join a section?
Membership in one or
more of the WSBA’s
sections provides a forum
for members who wish to
explore and strengthen
their interest in various
areas of the law.

Who can join?
Any active WSBA member
can join.

Membership
year begins
October 1.

Law students
can join any
section for
$17.75.

What are the benefits?
Professional networking
Resources and referrals
Leadership opportunities
Being “in the know”
Advancing your career
Affecting change in your
practice area
Skill development in
involvement with programs
and the legislative process
Sense of community
among peers

Is there a section that
meets my interest?
With 27 practice sections,
you’ll find at least one that
aligns with your practice
area and/or interest.

Newly admitted
attorneys can
join one section
for free during
their first year.

It’s easy to join
online!

Learn more about
any section at
www.wsba.org/
legal-community/
sections.

WSBA Sections
sections@wsba.org • www.wsba.org/legal-community/sections
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for attorneys wanting to address the
major challenges facing professionals
in solo or small-firm settings. It takes
place on Thursdays from noon to 1
p.m. in the WSBA Lawyers Assistance
Program offices on the 11th floor of the
WSBA offices. For questions or more
information, contact Heidi Seligman
at 206-727-8269, 800-945-9722, ext.
8269, or heidis@wsba.org.

Announcements
CLE
Calendar
CLE seminars are subject to change.
Please check with providers to verify
information. To announce a seminar,
send information to clecalendar@wsba.
org. Information must be received by the
first day of the month for placement in
the following month’s calendar.

Mindful Lawyers Group

Sept. 26–27, Seattle
Nov. 8–9, Seattle
With the exception of the executive
session, Board of Governors meetings
are open, and all WSBA members are
welcome to attend. RSVPs are appreciated but not required. Contact
Pamela Wuest at 206-239-2125, 800945-9722, ext. 2125, or pamelaw@
wsba.org. The complete Board of Governors meeting schedule is available
on the WSBA website at www.wsba.
org/bog.

Usury Rate

The average coupon equivalent yield
from the first auction of 26-week treasury bills in August 2013 was 0.076 percent. Therefore, the maximum allowable
usury rate for September is 12 percent.
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Corporate Counsel

Criminal Law
20th Annual Criminal Justice Institute
Sept. 19–20 — Burien. 14 CLE credits,
including 1 ethics. By the WSBA
Criminal Law Section and WSBA-CLE.
800-945-WSBA or 206-443-WSBA;
www.wsbacle.org.

The “Blues” or Depression?

Upcoming WSBA Board of
Governors Meetings

3rd Annual Successful Multi-Family &
Mixed Use Development
Sept. 27 — Seattle. 6 CLE credits. By The
Seminar Group. 800-574-4852 or 206463-4400; http://theseminargroup.net/
seminar.lasso?seminar=13.APTWA.

Lawyers Working in Retail — Really?
Sept. 10 — Bellevue. 1 CLE credit. By the
WSBA Corporate Counsel Section and
WSBA-CLE. 800-945-WSBA or 206443-WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.

A growing number of legal professionals across the nation are applying
mindfulness-based skills and training
to lawyering. The Washington Contemplative Lawyers group meets on
Mondays at the WSBA Lawyers Assistance Program office from noon to 1
p.m. For more information, contact Sevilla Rhoads at srhoads@gsblaw.com
or go to http://wacontemplativelaw.
blogspot.com.
Many lawyers are depressed but don’t
realize it. Symptoms include sad
mood, loss of pleasure or interest in
activities, weight gain or loss, sleep
problems, feeling restless or sloweddown, fatigue, trouble thinking or
concentrating, and thoughts of death.
Untreated, it can cause serious work
dysfunction and more. Talk to your
doctor or call the Lawyers Assistance
Program at 206-727-8268 or 800945-9722, ext. 8268, to schedule a
confidential consultation.

http://theseminargroup.net/seminar.
lasso?seminar=13.COLWA.

Administrative Law

Elder Law

Government Agencies & HIPAA: Being
a Covered Entity or Business Associate
Sept. 25 — Olympia. 1.5 CLE credits. By
the WSBA Administrative Law Section
and WSBA-CLE. 800-945-WSBA or
206-443-WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.

Annual Elder Law Conference
Sept. 27 — Seattle. CLE credits pending.
By the WSBA Elder Law Section and
WSBA-CLE. 800-945-WSBA or 206443-WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.

Administrative Law with the
Administrative Law Section
Oct. 28 — Seattle and webcast.
CLE credits pending. By the WSBA
Administrative Law Section and WSBACLE. 800-945-WSBA or 206-443WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.

Antitrust and Consumer Protection
Selected Topics in Consumer
Protection Law: Practical Pointers and
Hot New Tips
Sept. 24 — Seattle and webcast. 4 CLE
credits, including 1 ethics. By the WSBA
Antitrust, Consumer Protection and
Unfair Business Practices Section and
WSBA-CLE. 800-945-WSBA or 206443-WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.

Construction Law
20th Annual Washington Construction
Law
Sept. 11–12 — Seattle. 12 CLE credits,
including 1 ethics credit. By The Seminar
Group. 800-574-4852 or 206-463-4400;

Environmental
4th Annual Fisheries and Hatcheries:
Legal and Regulatory Frameworks
Sept. 19 — Seattle. 7 MCLE credits. By
The Seminar Group. 800-574-4852 or
206-463-4400; http://theseminargroup.
net/seminar.lasso?seminar=13.
HTCHWA.
Hot Environmental Issues for the Puget
Sound Region
Sept. 20 — Seattle. 7 credits, including
1 ethics (pending). By Futurewise and
Center for Environmental Law and
Policy. www.celp.org or 206-829-8366.
Impacts of FEMA’s Floodplain
Remapping
Sept. 20 — Seattle. 6.25 CLE credits. By
The Seminar Group. 800-574-4852 or
206-463-4400; http://theseminargroup.
net/seminar.lasso?seminar=13.FLDWA.
Green Meets Blue: Growth
Management and Water
Nov. 14 — Seattle. 7 CLE credits,
including 1 ethics (pending).

CLE Calendar
By Futurewise and Center for
Environmental Law and Policy. www.
celp.org or 206-829-8366.

Estate Planning

credits pending. By WSBA-CLE. By
WSBA-CLE. 800-945-WSBA or 206443-WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.

Indian Law

Sophisticated Drafting Tips for the
Updated Washington Trust Act
Oct. 2 — Seattle and webcast. CLE
credits pending. By the WSBA RPPT
Section and WSBA-CLE. 800-945WSBA or 206-443-WSBA; www.
wsbacle.org.

26th Annual Indian Law Symposium
Sept. 12 and 13 — Seattle. 11.5 CLE
credits, including 1 ethics. By UW School
of Law; 800-253-8648 or 206-5430059; www.law.washington.edu/events.

58th Annual Estate Planning Seminar
Oct. 21 — Seattle. 14.5 CLE credits,
including 1 ethics. By the WSBA-CLE
and Estate Planning Council of Seattle.
800-945-WSBA or 206-443-WSBA;
www.wsbacle.org.

IP for the Rest of Us: IP for the Non-IP
Attorney
Sept. 12 — Seattle and webcast. 6.75
CLE credits, including .75 ethics. By the
WSBA Intellectual Property Section and
WSBA-CLE. 800-945-WSBA or 206443-WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.

Ethics
15th Annual Ethics, Professionalism,
and Civility Workshop
Sept. 16 — Seattle and webcast. 6 CLE
ethics credits. By WSBA-CLE. 800945-WSBA or 206-443-WSBA; www.
wsbacle.org.
Ethical Dilemmas for the Practicing
Attorney
Oct. 10 — Spokane. 4 CLE ethics credits.
By WSBA-CLE. 800-945-WSBA or 206443-WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.
Ethical Dilemmas for the Practicing
Attorney
Oct. 29 — Mt. Vernon. 4 CLE ethics
credits. By WSBA-CLE. 800-945-WSBA
or 206-443-WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.

Family Law
Adoption Essentials 2013: Changes and
Challenges
Oct. 8 — Seattle and webcast. 6.75 CLE
credits, including 1 ethics. By the WSBA
Family Law Section and WSBA-CLE. By
WSBA-CLE. 800-945-WSBA or 206443-WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.

General
How to Succeed in the “Hot Seat”
Sept. 10 — Seattle. 2.75 CLE credits. By
The Seminar Group. 800-574-4852 or
206-463-4400; http://theseminargroup.
net/seminar.lasso?seminar=13.HOTWA.
Handling High-Conflict Personalities,
with Bill Eddy
Oct. 30 — Seattle and webcast. CLE

Intellectual Property

Annual Inland Empire Intellectual
Property Program
Oct. 11 — Spokane. CLE credits
pending. By the WSBA Intellectual
Property Section and WSBA-CLE. 800945-WSBA or 206-443-WSBA; www.
wsbacle.org.

Litigation
Trial Advocacy Program
Oct. 25 — Seattle and webcast. 12 CLE
credits, including 1.25 ethics. By WSBACLE. By 800-945-WSBA or 206-443WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.

Mediation
Professional Mediation Skills Training
Program
Oct. 4–6 and 19–20 — Seattle. 36 CLE
credits, including 2 ethics. By UW
School of Law; 800-253-8648 or 206543-0059; www.law.washington.edu/
events.

Real Estate Law
Real Estate Development in Eastern
Washington and Idaho
Sept. 26 — Spokane. 6.25 CLE credits. By
The Seminar Group. 800-574-4852 or
206-463-4400; http://theseminargroup.
net/seminar.lasso?seminar=13.APSSP.

Webcasts
IP for the Rest of Us: IP for the Non-IP
Attorney
Sept. 12 — Seattle and webcast. 6.75
CLE credits, including .75 ethics.

By the WSBA Intellectual Property
Section and WSBA-CLE. By WSBACLE. 800-945-WSBA or 206-443WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.
15th Annual Ethics, Professionalism,
and Civility Workshop
Sept. 16 — Seattle and webcast. 6 CLE
ethics credits. By WSBA-CLE. 800945-WSBA or 206-443-WSBA; www.
wsbacle.org.
Selected Topics in Consumer
Protection Law: Practical Pointers
and Hot New Tips
Sept. 24 — Seattle and webcast. 4
CLE credits, including 1 ethics. By the
WSBA Antitrust, Consumer Protection
and Unfair Business Practices Section
and WSBA-CLE. 800-945-WSBA or
206-443-WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.
Sophisticated Drafting Tips for the
Updated Washington Trust Act
Oct. 2 — Seattle and webcast. CLE
credits pending. By the WSBA RPPT
Section and WSBA-CLE. 800-945WSBA or 206-443-WSBA; www.
wsbacle.org.
Adoption Essentials 2013: Changes
and Challenges
Oct. 8 — Seattle and webcast. 6.75
CLE credits, including 1 ethics. By
the WSBA Family Law Section and
WSBA-CLE. By WSBA-CLE. 800945-WSBA or 206-443-WSBA; www.
wsbacle.org.
Trial Advocacy Program
Oct. 25 — Seattle and webcast. 12
CLE credits, including 1.25 ethics. By
WSBA-CLE. By WSBA-CLE. 800945-WSBA or 206-443-WSBA; www.
wsbacle.org.
Administrative Law with the
Administrative Law Section
Oct. 28 — Seattle and webcast.
CLE credits pending. By the WSBA
Administrative Law Section and
WSBA-CLE. 800-945-WSBA or 206443-WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.
Handling High-Conflict Personalities,
with Bill Eddy
Oct. 30 — Seattle and webcast. CLE
credits pending. By WSBA-CLE. By
WSBA-CLE. 800-945-WSBA or 206443-WSBA; www.wsbacle.org.
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Giving to the
Washington State Bar Foundation
is an easy choice for me.

“I

’m proud not only to be a donor, but to
serve as a trustee of the Washington State
Bar Foundation. The Bar Foundation gives

members like me the choice to support WSBA
programs I care about, like the Moderate Means
Program. My gift – together with the donations
of more than 5,000 of my fellow lawyers – is
providing needed legal help to people all across
Washington beyond the reach of other types of
aid. I’m proud to support great programs like this,
and to do it in a way that takes pressure off of
WSBA license fees. That’s a win-win we can
all celebrate.”

Teru Olsen

Associa te
Ry an, Swan son & Cleveland, PLLC
Admitted 2008

Learn more & give at wsba.org/foundation
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Classifieds

man, WSBA No. 11791. 206-526-5777;
ebottman@gmail.com.

Services
Medical record summary and document
review experts! Virtual Independent
Paralegals. American owned, nationally
known, virtually everywhere! 24/7/365
availability! www.viphelpme.com, 206842-4613.
Experienced contract attorney: 18
years’ experience in civil/criminal litigation, including jury trials, arbitrations,
mediations, and appeals. Former shareholder in boutique litigation firm. Can
do anything litigation-related. Excellent
research and writing skills, reasonable
rates. Peter Fabish, pfab99@gmail.com,
206-545-4818.
Effective brief writer with 20-plus years
of civil litigation experience and excellent references available as contract lawyer. Summary judgments, discovery motions, trial preparation, research memos,
appeals. State or federal court. Lynne
Wilson; lynnewilsonatty@gmail.com or
206-328-0224.
Experienced contract attorney with
strong research and writing skills
drafts trial and appellate briefs, motions, and research memos for other
lawyers. Resources include University of Washington Law Library and
LEXIS online. Elizabeth Dash Bott-

Expert witness/insurance bad faith
consultant: Over 30 years’ combined experience: former claims adjuster, claims
manager, insurance defense counsel, and
current plaintiffs’ counsel. Consulted for
both sides on over 50 cases. CPCU, ARM,
and J.D. w/honors. Contact: dbhuss@hotmail.com or office phone, 425-776-7386.

Special Notice: The WSBA
no longer carries “Positions
Available” postings in
NWLawyer. Job postings can
be found and placed online at
the WSBA Career Center at
http://jobs.wsba.org. If you
have any questions about
advertising jobs online,
please email classifieds@
wsba.org. “Services,”
“Space Available,” and “Will
Search” ads will continue to
appear in NWLawyer.

Forensic document examiner: Retired
from the Eugene Police Department.
Trained by the U.S. Secret Service and
the U.S. Postal Inspection Service. Courtqualified in state and federal courts. Contact Jim Green at 888-485-0832.

needs. www.northwestregisteredagent.
com; 509-768-2249; sales@northwest
registeredagent.com.

Insurance — Lawyers’ professional liability, general liability, and bonds. Independent agent, multiple carriers, 17-plus
years’ experience. Contact Shannon
O’Dell, First Choice Insurance Services,
509-638-2558; 1-888-894-1858; www.
fcins.biz.

Appraiser of antiques, fine art, and
household possessions. James KempSlaughter ASA, FRSA, with 33 years’
experience in Seattle for estates, divorce,
insurance, and donations. For details, see
http://jameskempslaughter.com; 206285-5711 or jkempslaughter@aol.com.
Nationwide corporate filings and registered agent service. Headquartered
in Washington state. Online account to
easily manage 1–1,000 of your clients’

Visit the WSBA Career Center!

Psychologist: impact assessment, determination of disability and/or employability, rehabilitation planning or earning
capacity analysis, and so on. Decades of
experience in family and employment,
immigration and asylum, elder and disability, and injury and civil rights law. Appreciated by judges. Never impeached.
Work samples for serious engagement
inquiries. Dr. Diane W. DeWitt is Board
Certified with 1,035 assessments; 89 trials; 455 hours of deposition/trial testimony. 425-867-1500; www.VocPsy.com.

Space Available
Downtown Seattle executive suites —
Fantastic location just off I-5 across the
street from REI. Easy access for you and
your clients! On-site services include
mail sorting, conference room, business
class Internet/phones, on-site parking,
production-quality printer/scanner/
copier. Great rates! Call 888-878-2925 or
email chloe@inclinemgt.com.

Job seekers: access job postings,
manage your job search, post an
anonymous résumé

Employers: post openings, manage
recruiting, search résumés, reach targeted
candidates

http://jobs.wsba.org

Turnkey — new offices available for immediate occupancy and use in downtown
Seattle, expansive view from 47th floor
of the Columbia Center. Office facilities
included in rent (reception, kitchen, and
conference rooms). Other administrative
support available if needed. DSL/VPN
access, collegial environment. Please call
SEP 2013
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Amy, Badgley Mullins Law Group, 206621-6566.
Downtown Seattle executive office
space: Full- and part-time offices on the
32nd floor of the 1001 Fourth Avenue
Plaza Building with short- and long-term
lease options. Close to courts and library.
Conference rooms and office support
services available. $175 and up. Serving
the greater Seattle area for over 30 years.
Contact Business Service Center at 206624-9188 or www.bsc-seattle.com for
more information.
Prime view large office and adjacent assistant space in Wells Fargo Center, Seattle. Sublease from business, I.P., and tax
law firm. Elliott Bay and Olympics view.
Includes receptionist, conference rooms,
law library, kitchen. Copiers, fax, DSL Internet available. 206-382-2600. Photos
on Craigslist Seattle under “housing —
office/commercial” at “Prime View Large
Corner Office.”
Office for rent — Belltown: Large corner
office in shared suite with five lawyers
and an accounting firm. Receptionist,
waiting area, conference room, basic
kitchen, deck, phone, ABC, fax included
in rent; low-cost photocopying, internet
access available. Congenial working
environment. Contact Brittany, 206441-1980.
Ballard — Four attorney-sized offices:
$650 each; one paralegal office, $300;
two secretarial stations, $250 each. Copy
room, kitchen, parking. 206-930-0938
or Deborahl2452@hotmail.com.
Downtown Seattle: three office spaces
available for sublet on the top floor of 901
Fifth Avenue. Elegantly appointed space
in a congenial office. Includes reception
service, use of two conference rooms,
copier/scanner, fax and kitchenette.
Please email bbn@hllaw.com for more
information.
Prime unobstructed view executive office in desirable downtown office suite.
Suite is accessible direct from elevator
lobby and includes designer reception
area and large view conference room.
Fully serviced and supported, including
live reception, telephone, high speed
copier/scanner/fax and Internet. We also
offer virtual office sharing options. Market price. Contact Laurie, 206-621-0600.
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Lee & Hayes, pllc
is pleased to welcome
Litigation

Geana M. Van Dessel
Leslie R. Weatherhead
Reid G. Johnson
Corporate

Kevin E. Regan
Intellectual Property

Rhett V. Barney
to our firm.
Geana Van Dessel has significant experience in all phases of
complex commercial litigation and has represented clients in both
federal and state court.
Leslie Weatherhead has practiced litigation for over 30 years. He
has extensive experience with complex commercial, securities and
environmental cases in Federal, State and Appellate Courts.
Reid Johnson will be working with the litigation team on complex
business litigation, including securities, banking, commercial,
contract, insurance, real estate, and intellectual property matters.
Kevin Regan will be assisting wineries, wine grape growers,
breweries, distilleries, and associated businesses with formation,
corporate, securities and financing, trademark and brand
development, regulatory and governmental affairs, real estate and
mergers and acquisitions, and litigation.
Rhett Barney comes to Lee & Hayes with a broad range of
experience in trademark, copyright, and other IP-related matters.
In addition to IP, he works with clients on general corporate and
business matters.

Lee & Hayes, pllc

601 W. Riverside, Suite 1400, Spokane, WA 99201
Tel: 509-324-9256
www.leehayes.com

Announcements

Rose Law Firm, pc
is very proud to announce that

Yoon Shin

Tamaki Law
is pleased to announce that

Jeff M. Kreutz

has joined our team and is managing our new
Washington office.
Yoon brings sophisticated transactional experience from
some of the largest law firms in the world, representing
large-cap and middle-market businesses since 1999. Yoon has
experience in a wide range of legal matters, including joint
ventures, business acquisitions and divestitures, executive
compensation, IP protection and licensing, start-ups and
equity raises, and more. Yoon has worked in New York, Asia
Pacific, and Seattle. Her background enables her to approach
complex legal issues with a broad and holistic perspective.
4400 NE 77th Ave., Ste. 275, Vancouver, WA
5885 Meadows Rd., Ste. 255, Lake Oswego, OR
503-278-7618 • yshin@rose-law.com • linkedin/in/yoonshin
www.Rose-Law.com

has joined our firm.
The firm concentrates its practice in
injury law, with an emphasis in the areas
of auto accidents, wrongful death, medical
malpractice and sexual abuse.

Tamaki Law
Yakima Office

1340 N. 16th Ave., Ste C
Yakima, WA 98902
509-248-8338

Tri-Cities Office

313 N. Morain Street
Kennewick, WA 99336
509-783-8333

www.Tamakilaw.com

Gamoran Legal Consulting

As we celebrate, Carl E. Forsberg has been
awarded the Outstanding Lawyer of the Year
award by the King County Bar Association

Robin A. Schachter, Esq.

Terrence J. Cullen, Carl E. Forsberg, John P.
Hayes, Patrick C. Sheldon, Roy A. Umlauf, and
Melissa K. Roeder were elected Super Lawyers

is pleased to welcome

Director of Corporate Relations
and

Matt Keller, Esq.
Director of Placement

to our team of top legal recruiters.
We have moved to downtown Seattle.

of 2013. Mrs. Roeder’s rise from farm girl to Super
Lawyer was featured in an article published in the
July issue of Seattle Metropolitan Magazine.
Visit http://tinyurl.com/slarticle to read more.

We are also proud to welcome three new attorneys
to our firm:

Gamoran Legal Consulting

Adam C. Cox
Nicholas A. Nardi
and Robert W. Novasky

206-624-1404
www.gamoranlegal.com

901 Fifth Avenue, Suite 1400 | Seattle, WA 98164
Tel: 206-689-8500 | Fax: 206-689-8501
www.forsberg-umlauf.com

Skinner Building
1326 Fifth Avenue, Suite 230
Seattle, WA 98101

Forsberg & Umlauf, P.S.
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In-Court Coverage
and Contract Work

freedom of speech

Annette M. Messitt

Yates v. Fithian,
2010 WL 3788272 (W.D. Wash. 2010)
City of Seattle v. Menotti,
409 F.3d 1113 (9th Cir. 2005)
State v. Letourneau,
100 Wn. App. 424 (2000)
Fordyce v. Seattle,
55 F.3d 436 (9th Cir. 1995)
LIMIT v. Maleng,
874 F. Supp. 1138 (W.D. Wash. 1994)

Former King County Deputy
Prosecuting Attorney is now
providing in-court coverage
for criminal defense and
civil attorneys in the Seattle
metropolitan area and nearby
cities and counties.
A former Law Clerk to Susan
R. Agid at the Washington
State Court of Appeals and
an experienced civil litigator,
Annette Messitt is also available
to provide contract attorney
services for various civil
matters, including employment
litigation and appeals.
Tel. (cell): 206-579-7500
Email: Annette@AnnetteMessittEsq.com
www.AnnetteMessittEsq.com

(See, e.g.):

James E. Lobsenz

701 Fifth Avenue, Suite 3600
Seattle, WA 98104
206-622-8020
lobsenz@carneylaw.com
www.carneylaw.com

Lawyer Discipline
and Legal Ethics
Former Chief Disciplinary Counsel

Anne I. Seidel

Mediation
Tom Richardson
Over 30 years of commercial
litigation and mediation
experience, including business
torts, securities, intellectual
property, trusts and estates, real
estate and boundary disputes,
and product liability.
University of Puget Sound Law
School (now Seattle University),
Assistant Professor – Alternate
Dispute Resolution 1982–1989
J. Thomas Richardson

is available for representation
in lawyer discipline matters and
advice on legal ethics issues.

Mac Archibald
Mac has been a trial lawyer in
Seattle for over 40 years. He
has tried a wide range of cases
including maritime, personal injury,
construction, products liability,
consumer protection, insurance
coverage, and antitrust law.
Mac has over 20 years of
experience mediating cases in
Washington, Oregon, and Alaska.
He has mediated over 1,500
cases in the areas of maritime,
personal injury, construction,
wrongful death, employment, and
commercial litigation.
Mac has a reputation as not only
being highly prepared for every
mediation, but also for providing as
much follow-up as is necessary to
settle a case.
Law Offices of
Edward M. Archibald

Mediation Services
601 Union Street, Suite 4200
Seattle, WA 98101
Tel: 206-903-8355 • Fax: 206-903-8358
Email: mac@archibald-law.com
www.archibald-law.com

206-284-2282
1817 Queen Anne Ave. N., Ste. 311
Seattle, WA 98109
anne@anneseidel.com
www.anneseidel.com

Appeals
Kenneth W. Masters
Shelby Frost Lemmel

New partner or
associate at your firm?
Have a legal service to offer?

Cairncross & Hempelmann
524 Second Avenue, Suite 500
Seattle, WA 98104-2323
Direct phone: 206-254-4455

Advertise in NWLawyer’s
Announcements or
Professionals section!

trichardson@cairncross.com

Placing an ad is easy.
Email advertisers@wsba.org.
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MEDIATION

We handle or assist
on all types of civil appeals in
state and federal courts,
from consulting with trial
counsel to post-mandate
proceedings.
masters LAW GROUP pllc
241 Madison Avenue North
Bainbridge Island, WA 98110

206-780-5033

www.appeal-law.com

Professionals

Insurance Bad Faith
Expert Testimony
• Insurance Fair Conduct Act
• Coverage Denial and Claim
Handling
• Reservation of Rights
Defense
Bill Hight has 32 years of
experience in insurance coverage/
bad faith litigation.
Please visit www.HightLaw.com
for details of experience and
credentials.
William P. Hight

Email: wph@HightLaw.com
Tel: 360-331-4030
www.HightLaw.com

Investor Claims
Former NASD Series 7, 66 and
life/annuity insurance licensed
broker/investment advisor. Available for consultation and referrals in
claims involving broker/dealer error,
fraud, and investment suitability.
Courtland Shafer
Satterberg Healy
9832 15th Ave. SW
Seattle, WA 98106
206-763-1510
Courtland@seattlejustice.com

Civil Appeals
David J. Corbett
Focused on the clear presentation
of compelling legal arguments
for civil appeals and summary
judgment motions. Available for
association or referral.
David Corbett pllc

www.DavidCorbettLaw.com
253-414-5235

Ethics
and Lawyer
Disciplinary
Investigation
and proceedings

Immigration
Representation
Gibbs Houston Pauw
We handle or assist in all types
of immigration representation
for businesses, families and
individuals seeking new or
renewed status.

Stephen C. Smith,
former Chair of the
Washington State Bar Association
Disciplinary Board, is now
accepting referrals for attorney
disciplinary investigations
and proceedings in
Washington, Idaho, Hawaii,
and Guam.

The firm has years of experience
in all areas of immigration law,
with particular expertise in
employer workplace compliance,
immigration consequences of
crimes, removal defense, and
federal court litigation.

Hawley Troxell Ennis
& Hawley llp

Languages include: Spanish,
Chinese, Russian, Hindu, Punjabi.

877 Main Street
Suite 1000
Boise, ID 83702
208-344-6000
scsmith@hawleytroxell.com

Robert H. Gibbs
Robert Pauw
Gibbs Houston Pauw
1000 Second Ave., Suite 1600
Seattle, WA 98104
206-682-1080
www.ghp-immigration.com

CLAIRE CORDON

Employment Lawyer
Employment Investigations
Expert Witness
Ten years with the U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity
Commission
More than 20 years as an
employment law litigator
Experienced expert witness in the
areas of:
Discrimination
Harassment
Retaliation
Reasonable accommodation
Workplace misconduct
Whistleblower claims
Adequacy of investigation
Adequacy of training
Employment policies and practices

CLAIRE CORDON

206-284-7728
claire@ccordonlaw.com

Insurance industry
Expert
Consultation, expert reports, and
testimony in cases involving
property and casualty insurance
transactions and broker/
underwriter relationships.
12 years’ experience as a
commercial insurance broker
and 9 years’ experience as an
insurance coverage attorney.
Stephanie L. Grassia, CPCU
Cairncross & Hempelmann
524 Second Ave., Ste. 500
Seattle, WA 98104-2323
Direct phone: 206-254-4489
sgrassia@cairncross.com

www.ccordonlaw.com
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The Bar Beat
[Bar Beat’s Fashion Tips for Gals
— Cont. from Page 68]

MICHAEL R. CARYL

If the woman attorney is trying
a case before a jury, she may want
to be slightly more informal than
a younger male co-counsel or opposing counsel, as she will look
professional but friendly. Jury selection experts state that wearing
pale yellow and blue colors make
one appear friendlier to a jury. If
the female attorney is younger
than the other attorneys, she may
want to go for a more formal look.

AT T O R N E Y F E E
EXPERTISE
Expert testimony in attorney’s
fee litigation is essential and
can make the difference in your
case. Mike Caryl has served in a
consulting and testifying capacity
in dozens of cases and has broad
expert witness experience in fee
issue areas, including:

Women think of all colors
except the absence of color.
I have said that black has it
all. White, too. Their beauty
is absolute. It is the perfect
harmony. 1 — Coco Chanel

• Reasonableness determinations
• Fee shifting proceedings
(e.g., CPA, Oly. Steamship)
• Fee agreements, disclosure,
intake and billing practices
• RPC violations in discipline
• Breach of fiduciary duty claims
• “Lindy-Bowers” multipliers
• Attorney’s lien foreclosures

The amount you spend on
clothes each month does not need
to be more than the amount you
pay on your student loan. You can
buy expensive-looking clothing at
an outlet, discount store, or from
the sale rack at your favorite boutique or department store. There
are also consignment shops that
have wonderful, barely worn designer clothes at reasonable prices.
We agree with the Bar Beat’s
“Fashion Tips for Guys” that getting a good fit is very important. If
you can see the outline of the lace
on your bra, the shirt is too tight.
Same with gaps between buttons;
if your shirt is pulling apart at the
front, buy a larger size. Tip: the
well-dressed woman should know
what she looks like from the back
as well as the front. When a woman
lawyer is standing in court, often
there are people behind her. Make
sure your backside does not have
a ripped seam, hanging hem, or
stain. And don’t forget that panty
line! If you have a panty line, your
skirt or pants are too tight.

MICHAEL R. CARYL, P.S.
200 First Ave. W., Ste. 402
Seattle, WA 98119
206-378-4125
www.michaelcaryl.com

legal malpractice
and
disciplinary issues
“42 Years’ Experience”
Joseph J. Ganz
is available for consultation,
referral, and association in
cases of legal malpractice (both
plaintiff and defense), as well as
defense of lawyer disciplinary
and/or grievance issues.
13303 NE 175th Street
Woodinville, WA 98072
425-482-1111

Email: joe@justiceforyou.com
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The Phillips Law Firm

Accessories, Jewelry, and
Makeup

Don’t wear a hair bow the size of
a small dog on your head. Hair
bands, barrettes, ponytail holders, clips, hair extensions — all

should be simple and subtle. And
if you have long hair, it needs
to be controlled. A simple, wellgroomed ponytail is a good professional look.
Earrings frame your face. Double, triple, and even quadruple
piercings may be appropriate for
some courts, but will not appeal to
some judicial officers. Long dangling earrings are extremely distracting and should not be worn,
especially if they make clinking or
clanging noises. Same with bracelets. Remember, you are an attor-

I would avoid
bright or
weird-colored
suits. A splash
of color, or
fun print, in
a blouse or scarf is one
thing, but I don’t think
a head-to-toe cottoncandy pink suit is appropriate (and yes, I’ve seen
that in court). Oh, and I
would add not to wear a
culottes or skort suit (yes,
I’ve seen that, too).
ney, not a percussionist.
For other jewelry, the main rule
is that it should not be a distraction, make noise, or be something
that you fiddle with during argument. Large watches that slide
up and down your arm when you
move your hands are a distraction.
My mother told me a well-dressed
woman puts on her jewelry and
then removes one piece.
Women do not need to wear
makeup, but if you choose to do
so, limit your color choices to more
muted colors — nothing garish, no
bright-blue eyeshadow. Ask your[Cont. on Page 67]

The Bar Beat
[Cont. from Page 66]

self whether your makeup would be
appropriate if you were on television
as a news anchor (on a major network,
not cable news!).
Purses can be a fun color, but be
sure to place them behind or next to
you on the bench or on the floor. It
is not appropriate to clunk a huge,
heavy purse down on the bar. I prefer
not to take a purse to court. Instead, I
tuck my cellphone, keys, and wallet in
my briefcase.

Shoes and Legs

The women at Carol Bailey and Associates: Integrative Family Law agree
with the NWSidebar blog post that
describes shoe styles appropriate
for the woman lawyer: flats, pumps,
heels, wedges, and even kitten heels. 2
Shoes can have heels of any height,
as long as you can walk in them. You
do not want to wobble on high heels in
the courtroom. White shoes with dark
nylons should be avoided. We have
mixed reviews on sandals: While it
may not raise eyebrows to wear sandals at the office, they are usually not
appropriate for court. Very few people
want to see someone else’s toes in a
formal business setting. If you choose
to wear sandals in the summertime,
then be sure your toenails are clean
or freshly painted.
To wear nylons or go bare-legged?
It is acceptable to have bare legs in
court if your legs are an even color.

An opposing
counsel appearing for a
hearing wore
cowboy boots,
a too-tight short
skirt and a clingy, low-cut
fuzzy sweater. She lost the
hearing. I think the commissioner was in awe of
her outfit and did not listen
to what she had to say.

Wear: business suit
(pants, skirt,
and jacket) or
business skirt
and blouse.
Fun jewelry and handbag. Nice shoes — generally I don’t recommend
open toes. Don’t wear:
fuzzy sweaters, suits
that have wild prints or
animal prints, hats, or
worn shoes.
Again, you want people to focus on
you — not your legs. Or you can avoid
the nylon issue by wearing pants or a
longer skirt with boots.
Skirt length may depend on your
knees. If you have great knees, then
wear a skirt above the knee. Long
skirts hanging around your ankles
are not professional and can make
you look short and dumpy. Skirts
past the ankle are hard to walk in
and gather dirt and dust on the hem.
If you have great legs, some of the
attorneys at my firm think it is acceptable — in moderation — to show
them.

Guidelines Summary

• Fit is important. Do not wear
clothes that fit 10 years ago if they
don’t fit. Some men can buckle
their belt below their belly and
their pants will still fit. Women do
not have that option.
• Only wear colors found in nature
in the courtroom. This allows a
rainbow of colors but excludes anything neon or extremely bright.
• Do not wear anything that clangs,
clinks, squeaks, or bangs into other things.
• Be comfortable in your clothes. Do
not fidget or pick at them.
• Don’t forget why you are there: to
represent your client. Anything
that places the focus on you instead

of the facts of your case should be
avoided.
As Coco Chanel advised us, “Dress
shabbily and they remember the
dress; dress impeccably and they
remember the woman.”3 We’ll add:
Dress professionally and they remember your argument. NWL
Lisa DuFour
is an attorney
with Carol
Bailey and
Associates/
Integrative
Family Law.
The firm consists only of
women (fabulous women
wearing fabulous clothes with an incredible
collection of fabulous shoes).
Carol Bailey and Associates:
Integrative Family Law focuses
on minimizing conflict to assist
their clients in achieving long
term well-being. DuFour is a
frequent speaker at CLEs on
family law and is co-author of
the King County Bar Bulletin
quarterly column “Family Law
Matters.” She has practiced
family law for over 18 years,
both in private practice and
as a senior deputy prosecuting
attorney with the King County
Family Support Division.
The views and opinions
expressed in this article are
those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect an official
policy or position of any court
or bar association. Assumptions made within this analysis
of appropriate clothing for the
female attorney are for information purposes only. There are no
claims, promises, or guarantees
about the accuracy or completeness of this analysis.
NOTES
1.	Coco Chanel quote from Chanel by Jean
Leymarie, 1989.
2. NWSidebar website dated June 21, 2013.
3. w w w.good read s .com /aut hor/quotes/
3004479.coco_chanel.
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The BarBeat

Michael Heatherly
NWLawyer Editor

Fashion Tips For Gals

A

F

lthough
women may
be tempted
to show off their
fashion savvy, the
courtroom is not
the place. Women
lawyers and fashion in the same
sentence is not an
oxymoron, but we
need to be careful.

or the June Bar Beat,
I wrote “Fashion
Tips for Guys.” As I am
unqualified to author
an equivalent piece regarding women’s fashion, I offered to publish
such an article if a reader were to submit one.
WSBA member Lisa
DuFour and her colleagues at Carol Bailey
& Associates/Integrative Family
Law took me up on that offer, and
this is the result. — M.H.

I once had
a female
opposing
counsel
appear for
a hearing
wearing red glasses
and red shoes and an
ultramarine blue-andwhite-striped suit with
a yellow shirt. Way too
much going on to focus
on what she was saying.
Oh, and her hair was
magenta red.
— Comments by Carol Bailey and
the all-women team at Carol Bailey
& Associate/Integrative Family
Law in Seattle.

Women’s business attire has
changed significantly since
1979 — the first year that the
entering law class at the University of Washington School
of Law was 50 percent female.
Then, women were expected
to wear a suit with a skirt, nylons, and sensible pumps with
blouses that had little bows
tied at the neck. Since then,
fashion in the courthouse has
evolved to allow more diverse
wardrobe choices for women.
Men may still be restricted
to suits, but the fashionable
woman lawyer has a wider
choice of attire.
Members of Carol Bailey & Associates model shoe do’s
(top) and don’ts (bottom).

Suit or No Suit?

It is definitely acceptable for a
woman to wear a skirt with a
jacket or a pantsuit to court or even a dress with a jacket. Short-sleeved suits
may be appropriate, depending on the weather, but tank tops or “shells” are
not appropriate without a jacket. The skirt, pant, or dress need not match the
jacket. The top and bottom can be different colors, textures, or on occasion, a
print. You will look more professional if one piece is a solid color. Both pieces
do not have to be the same fabric, but be careful mixing colors and fabrics. You
want the judge or jury to listen to you and not be distracted by your purple/
orange pant suit. A crisp, white, open-collar blouse is always a winner.
[Bar Beat’s Fashion Tips for Gals — Cont. on Page 66]
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Introducing an easy way to help you plan
for the worst, while hoping for the best.
Kibble & Prentice announces affordable supplemental long-term care, long-term
disability and life insurance products available to WSBA members and their
families. Your business, livelihood, family and freedom of choice depend on it.
Contact Clark Daffern at 206/676/5666 or clark.daffern@kpcom.com to
discuss how you can take advantage of this offer today, to make sure you’re
covered tomorrow.

www.kpcom.com • 206/441/6300
SEP 2013
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